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Abstract

We consider an obstacle scattering problem for linear Beltrami fields. A vector field u is

a linear Beltrami field if ∇× u = ku with a constant k > 0. We study the obstacles that

are of Neumann type, that is, the normal component of the total field vanishes on the

boundary of the obstacle. We prove the unique solvability for the corresponding exterior

boundary value problem, in other words, the direct obstacle scattering model. For the

inverse obstacle scattering problem, we deduce the formulas that are needed to apply the

singular sources method. The numerical examples are computed for the direct scattering

problem and for the inverse scattering problem.

Tiivistelmä

Työssä tarkastellaan lineaaristen Beltrami-kenttien sirontaa esteestä. Vektorikenttä u on

lineaarinen Beltrami-kenttä, mikäli ∇×u = ku jollakin vakiolla k > 0. Tarkasteltavat es-

teet ovat Neumann-tyyppiä, ts. kentän normaalikomponenttien vaaditaan katoavan esteen

reunalla. Työssä osoitetaan, että vastaava ulkoalueen reuna-arvotehtävä on yksikäsittei-

sesti ratkeava, eli käytettävissä on suoran sironnan malli. Työssä johdetaan kaavat, jotka

tarvitaan, jotta singulaaristen lähteiden menetelmää voidaan soveltaa esteen sironnan

inversio-ongelman ratkaisemiseen Beltrami kenttien tapauksessa. Työssä esitetään nu-

meerisia esimerkkejä sekä suoralle että käänteiselle sirontatehtävälle.
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1 Introduction

The direct obstacle scattering problem is to compute the scattered wave when an obstacle

and an incident wave are given. A scattered wave has a certain decay when propagating.

The shape of a scattered wave at infinity is called the far field pattern. The inverse

obstacle scattering problem is to reconstruct the obstacle, or the obstacles, when the

far field patterns of the scattered waves are known with given incident fields. The far

field patterns can, in principle, be measured by sending in some incident fields and by

measuring the corresponding scattered fields.

We consider obstacle scattering problems for Beltrami fields. A vector field u in IR3

is a Beltrami field if

∇× u = ku.

We study the case where k > 0 is a constant. This means that the Beltrami field is linear

and the chirality right-handed.1 Beltrami fields appear in plasma physics, electromagnet-

ics and fluid mechanics [14, 30, 40, 4]. The boundary condition for an obstacle is defined

by posing the Neumann boundary condition, that is, the normal component of the total

field u vanishes on the boundary. For more background of Beltrami fields, see Chapter 3.

The direct obstacle scattering problem is a classical one. Recently, the inverse obstacle

scattering problem and its modifications with different boundary values have been stud-

ied in acoustics and in electromagnetics [13, 9]. The inverse obstacle scattering problem

is heavily ill-posed since the measurement operator is an infinitely smoothing operator.

However, several numerical methods have been proposed to reconstruct an approxima-

tion for the obstacle. The algorithms can be divided into iterative, decompostion and

sampling/probe methods; see [28].

Iterative methods, for example, the Newton method, require solving the forward prob-

lem iteratively many times and can, therefore, be computationally intensive.

Decomposition algorithms split the inverse problem into an ill-posed part and a well-

posed part. A representative of these algorithms is the technique of Kirsch and Kress [23],

in which one reconstructs the scattered field from its far-field pattern (ill-posed part) and

then determines the scatterer by locating zeros of the total field.

In sampling methods one tests if a given point, or a region, is in or out of the scatterer.

One often determines the boundary of the scatterer to be at where some indicator function

1The case with negative and constant k is left-handed and similar. The non-linear case is when

k = k(x) is not constant, see [26, 5]. Note that the differential equation is linear also with the non-linear

Beltrami fields.
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blows up. Widely known sampling methods are the linear sampling method [11] and the

factorization method [20], the latter being theoretically more satisfactory. In the singular

source method [36], the indicator function is an approximation for the reflection of the

singular source at the point of singularity. In Ikehata’s probe method [19], one computes the

indicator function along “needles”, and with the enclosure method [18] one can determine

the convex hull of the obstacle. The blow-up of the indicator function is now based on

the hyper-singularity (non-integrability) of the gradient field of the singular source. In

the no-response test one samples with fields that are small in given test domains and

then compares the corresponding far-field patterns [28]. We present the acoustic case

and three sampling type reconstruction methods – linear sampling method, factorization

method and the singular sources method – with more details in Chapter 2.

The interior Neumann boundary value problem for the Beltrami fields has been studied

in [25, 33, 26, 5], also for non-constant k (non-linear Beltrami fields). However, as far

as we know, the mathematical theory of the exterior Neumann boundary value problem

is not so well understood. In [5] the authors proved that there are no exterior solution

in certain weighted Sobolev spaces. In [3] the representation formula for the exterior

solution is obtained if the solutions satisfy certain radiation condition. In [27, 3], it was

also noted that the zero field is the only solution if the tangential boundary value of

the total field is zero. Hence, there is no scattering theory for obstacles with vanishing

tangential boundary values.

There are two main results in this work: We give a proof for the unique solvability

of the exterior Neumann boundary value problem for the Beltrami fields with the correct

radiation condition. Also, we show that for Beltrami fields the inverse obstacle scatter-

ing problem has a unique solution and obtain the formulas that are needed to apply the

singular sources method [36] in reconstructing an approximation for the obstacle. To

present numerical examples, we have implemented the boundary integral equation of the

Neumann problem and the Neumann-to-far-field mapping. Also, we show some recon-

structions that are made with the singular sources method. All computations are made

in 3D.

The thesis is organized as follows. We begin by discussing the basics of the scattering

phenomena and relate the Beltrami field scattering to a well-known acoustic situation. We

also discuss the three sampling type reconstruction algorithms mentioned above. Chapter

3 is about the direct scattering problem for Beltrami fields. As the main result of the

chapter, we prove the unique solvability for the exterior Neumann boundary value prob-

lem. In Chapter 4 we study the inverse obstacle scattering problem for Beltrami fields.

We show that the singular sources method can be applied for this problem. Numerical

examples are given in Chapter 5.

Throughout the work, we have tried to keep the mathematical framework as simple

as possible. Although Beltrami fields appear in different areas of physics, the author has

had no particular application in his mind for the inverse scattering problem. The work

lies somewhere between theoretical studies and applications. We denote an obstacle by
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Ω and assume Ω ⊂ IR3 is a smooth bounded domain with a connected complement. In-

terpreting the boundary integral operators as pseudodifferential operators and computing

their symbols, which is our basic tool in solving the forward problem, is simple when the

obstacles are smooth. The exterior domain is denoted2 by

Ωs = IR3 \ Ω.

A large part of the work is formulated for smooth functions: Because the incident fields

are smooth functions, one has to be able to solve the direct boundary value problem with

smooth obstacles only for smooth boundary functions. However, since the solvability of

the boundary value problem is obtained with the Fredholm theory, one has to formulate

the problem in such function spaces for which the compact imbedding is available. Also,

one needs to consider mapping properties of the operators in order to deduce the recon-

struction algorithms, particularly the factorization method. Hence, where it is necessary,

we have used L2 -based Sobolev spaces.

2 Direct and inverse scattering problems

Consider a wave that is propagating in space. The wave can, for example, be a sound wave

or an electromagnetic wave. When the space is homogeneous, in other words, there is

nothing that interacts with the wave, the wave just propagates freely. But suppose there

is an inhomogeneity, a scatterer, that interacts with the wave. For example, in the sound

wave case, the sound speed could differ from the basic background sound speed in some

part of the media — a very concrete example is a fish (scatterer) in water (media). When

the original wave, called an incident wave, hits the inhomogeneity, the wave scatters, and

the total wave is thereafter a sum of the incident wave and the scattered wave.

The direct scattering problem is to determine the scattered wave when the incident

wave and the material parameters of the homogeneous background and of the scatterer

are given. The direct problem corresponds to what nature does. When one sends an

incident wave, the nature “computes” the scattered wave automatically. Hence, if the

physical model approximates nature well enough, one should get unique solvability for

the direct scattering problem.

The inverse scattering problem is to determine the scatterer when one is measuring

the scattered wave. Actually, there is a huge collection of different inverse scattering

problems. First, what are we measuring? Can we measure the scattered wave anywhere,

or are we limited to some points or directions? If we are using a sonar to find fish in a

sea, then we can send the waves into the sea only from one point (the ship) and receive

the scattered wave at the same point. But when we are trying to locate the cracks of a

construction pole, we might be able to locate our measurement equipment all around the

2The motivation for the s -notation is that the scattered fields are defined in the exterior domain, “the

scattering domain”.
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pole and measure from any direction. Secondly, what do we mean by determining the

scatterer? Is it enough to find the location of the scatterer (where the fishes are), or do

we need the values of the inhomogeneous parameters (what species or size the fishes are)?

The solvability of the inverse scattering problem differs a lot depending on what is really

the question and what is the measurement.

The inverse problem that we are studying is the one in which we are able to produce

a plane wave in any direction as an incident field and measure the corresponding far-

field pattern. It turns out that a scattered field has a certain decay at infinity. The

far-field pattern of a scattered field tells about the intensity and phase of the decay in

each direction. The scatterer is assumed to be an obstacle, which means that on the

boundary the total wave vanishes (in some component). The task is to find an algorithm

to compute the shape of the scatterer.

2.1 The Helmholtz equation and the radiation condition

In this section, we have collected some basic facts concerning solutions of the Helmholtz

equation. For a more detailed study of the Helmholtz equation and the acoustic scattering

theory, we refer to [13].

Helmholtz equation Let V : IR3
x × IRt → C satisfy the wave equation

∆V − 1

c2

∂2V

∂t2
= 0,

where c is the speed of propagation. We consider only time-harmonic waves, namely

waves of the form

V (x, t) = v(x)e−iωt,(2.1)

where ω is a positive frequency. The corresponding physical wave is the real part of V .

Throughout the work, we assume that the wave number k = ω/c is a positive constant.

The spatial part v = v(x) satisfies the Helmholtz equation

∆v + k2v = 0.(2.2)

A basic example of a solution of the Helmholtz equation is a plane wave

v = v(x) = v(x, ξ) = eikx·ξ, ξ ∈ S2.

The corresponding physical time-dependent field is

Re(eikx·ξe−iωt) = cos(kx · ξ − ωt),

which at any moment is constant in each plane that is perpendicular to the propagation

direction ξ ∈ S2, explaining why these are called plane waves.
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Fundamental solution The fundamental solution Φ is a field whose source term is the

unit point source (Dirac’s delta) at the origin,

− (∆ + k2)Φ = δ.(2.3)

A straightforward computation shows that the only radially symmetric fundamental so-

lutions, for which the energy ∫

∂B(0,R)
|Φ(x)|2dS(x)

is independent of R, are

Φ±(x) =
1

4π

e±ik|x|

|x| .

The corresponding physical time-dependent fields are

Re(Φ±(x)e−iωt) =
1

4π

1

|x| cos(±k|x| − ωt),

so if we choose the + -sign, the waves are propagating away from the origin as time t

grows. From now on, we always consider only the outgoing fundamental solution Φ,

Φ(x) =
1

4π

eik|x|

|x| .(2.4)

Denote the translated fundamental solution by

Φz(x) = Φ(x− z), z ∈ IR3,(2.5)

and similarly,

δz(x) = δ(x− z).(2.6)

Now

−(∆ + k2)Φz = δz.

With the fundamental solution, one can represent a solution of the Helmholtz equation

in terms of its Cauchy data. Suppose v ∈ C∞(Ω) solves the Helmholtz equation in Ω.

Then, see [13],

∫

∂Ω
Φx(y)

∂v

∂n
(y)dS(y)−

∫

∂Ω

∂Φx

∂n
(y)v(y)dS(y) =




v(x), x ∈ Ω,

0, x ∈ Ωs.
(2.7)

Here, and from now on, n = n(y) is the unit outer normal at point y ∈ ∂Ω.
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Sommerfeld radiation condition Suppose v solves the Helmholtz equation in an

exterior domain Ωs, v ∈ C∞(Ωs). Let x ∈ IR3. By applying the representation formula

(2.7) in the domain ΩR = Ωs ∩ B(0, R), where R > |x| is such that Ω ⊂ B(0, R), we get

the representation

∫

∂ΩR
Φx(y)

∂v

∂nR
(y)dS(y)−

∫

∂ΩR

∂Φx

∂nR
(y)v(y)dS(y) =





0, x ∈ Ω,

v(x), x ∈ Ωs.

Here nR = nR(y) is the unit outer normal at y ∈ ∂ΩR. Now, the integral over the exterior

part ∂B(0, R) of the boundary ∂ΩR vanishes, if v satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation

condition

x̂ · ∇v(x)− ikv(x) = o

(
1

|x|

)
, x̂ =

x

|x| ,(2.8)

uniformly in all directions as |x| → ∞, see [13]. Such v is called radiating, and we have

the exterior representation formula

∫

∂Ω
Φx(y)

∂v

∂n
(y)dS(y)−

∫

∂Ω

∂Φx

∂n
(y)v(y)dS(y) =





0, x ∈ Ω,

−v(x), x ∈ Ωs.
(2.9)

Note that a straightforward calculation shows that the fundamental solution Φz and

its derivative ∂Φz/∂xj satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition (2.8).

Far field pattern Every radiating solution v of the Helmholtz equation is of the form

v(x) = Φ(x)v∞(x̂) + o

(
1

|x|

)
(2.10)

as |x| → ∞. The function v∞ is called the far field pattern3 of v or, shortly, the far field

of v. From now on, we use the subscript ∞ notation to denote the far field of a function.

By formula (2.10), the decay of each radiating solution is similar to the outgoing field of

a point source when we are far away from the origin, and hence every radiating solution

is outgoing.

The formula (2.10) can be obtained as follows. Suppose v is a radiating solution in an

exterior domain Ωs. Since

|x− z| = |x| − x̂ · z + o(1)

for a fixed point z ∈ IR3, we get

Φz(x) = Φ(x)e−ikx̂·z + o

(
1

|x|

)
.(2.11)

3In many cases, the factor 1
4π is part of the far field, but we keep it as part of the fundamental solution.

This causes some 4π -factor differences in some formulas when compared to, for example, [13].
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Similarly, from

∇Φz(x) = Φz(x)

(
ik − 1

|x− z|

)
x− z
|x− z|(2.12)

and (2.11), it follows that

∇Φz(x) = Φ(x)e−ikx̂·zikx̂+ o

(
1

|x|

)
.(2.13)

Now, by the representation formula (2.9) and decays (2.11) and (2.13), we get (2.10) with

v∞(x̂) = −
∫

∂Ω
e−ikx̂·y

∂v

∂n
(y)dS(y)− ik

∫

∂Ω
e−ikx̂·yn(y) · x̂v(y)dS(y).(2.14)

Particularly, by (2.11) and (2.13), we get a formula for the far field of Φz and for its

derivative,

Φz,∞(x̂) = e−ikx̂·z,(2.15)

and

∂jΦz,∞(x̂) = ikx̂je
−ikx̂·z.(2.16)

Note that Φz,∞ is a plane wave in direction −x̂ as a function of z.

Single layer Define the single layer potential of density f ∈ C∞(∂Ω) by

SAf(x) =
∫

∂Ω
Φy(x)f(y)dS(y), x ∈ A, A ⊂ IR3.(2.17)

In the interior domain, SΩf and its derivative ∂jSΩf solve the Helmholtz equation.

In the exterior domain, SΩsf and its derivative ∂jSΩsf are radiating solutions of the

Helmholtz equation with far fields

(SΩsf)∞(x̂) =
∫

∂Ω
e−ikx̂·yf(y)dS(y),(2.18)

(∂jSΩsf)∞(x̂) = ikx̂j

∫

∂Ω
e−ikx̂·yf(y)dS(y),(2.19)

by (2.15), (2.16) and the compactness of ∂Ω. Denote

S∞f = (SΩsf)∞.(2.20)
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Denote the limits onto the boundary as

v|−∂Ω(x) := lim
h↘0

v(x− hn(x)), v|+∂Ω(x) := lim
h↘0

v(x+ hn(x)),(2.21)

where n(x) is the unit outer normal at x ∈ ∂Ω. The single layer and its derivative can be

extended continuously onto the boundary as

(SΩf)|−∂Ω(x) = S∂Ωf(x) = (SΩsf)|+∂Ω(x),(2.22)

and

(∂jSΩf)|−∂Ω(x) = ∂jS∂Ωf(x) +
1

2
f(x)nj(x),(2.23)

(∂jSΩsf)|+∂Ω(x) = ∂jS∂Ωf(x)− 1

2
f(x)nj(x).(2.24)

These are the jump formulas, [12, Thm 2.12 and Thm 2.17]. For x ∈ ∂Ω, the operator

S∂Ωf and ∂jS∂Ωf are defined with the integral kernel Φy(x) and ∂jΦy(x), respectively. For

∂jΦy(x) the integral exists in Cauchy principal value sense. Note that the jump formulas

are valid in the trace sense also for the Sobolev spaces, see [29, Theorem 6.11].

Herglotz waves A function

vg(x) =
∫

S2
eikx·ξg(ξ)dS(ξ), x ∈ IR3,(2.25)

is the Herglotz wave function in IR3 with the Herglotz density g ∈ L2(S2). A Herglotz

wave function satisfies the Helmholtz equation in IR3, and they will serve us as the basic

incident waves.

Denote the restriction of the Herglotz wave function onto the boundary of an obstacle

Ω by

Hg(x) = vg|∂Ω, g ∈ L2(S2).(2.26)

The L2-adjoint of H is

H∗f(ξ) =
∫

∂Ω
e−ikx·ξf(x)dS(x),(2.27)

which, by (2.18), is the far field of the single layer potential SΩsf , in other words,

H∗f = S∞f.(2.28)

Lemmata The next three lemmata will be used frequently in our work. A consequence

of Rellich’s Lemma is that the far field pattern determines the scattered field uniquely.

The proof of Rellich’s Lemma is based on the asymptotic behaviour of the spherical Hankel

functions, see [13, Lemma 2.11]. The second lemma is an L2-density result of the Herglotz

waves in the space of boundary functions, see [13, Theorem 5.5]. The third lemma gives

an L2-estimate for the solutions of the Helmholtz equation in terms of their boundary

values, [13, Theorem 5.4].
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Lemma 2.1 (Rellich’s Lemma) Suppose u ∈ C2(Ωs) solves the Helmholtz equation with

lim
R→∞

∫

∂BR
|u(x)|2dS(x) = 0.(2.29)

Then u = 0.

Rellich’s Lemma is not a priori asking u to be radiating. For a radiating solution u,

the far field u∞ is defined, and the lemma can be rewritten in the form

u∞ = 0 ⇒ u = 0,(2.30)

because

lim
R→∞

∫

∂BR
|u(x)|2dS(x) =

1

4π

∫

S2
|u∞(x̂)|2dS(x̂).

Lemma 2.2 Suppose k2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue4 of Ω. Then the Herglotz waves

Hf, f ∈ L2(S2), form a dense subspace of L2(∂Ω).

Proof. By the linearity of H, the Herglotz waves form a subspace.

Let g ∈ L2(∂Ω) be such that

(Hf, g)L2(∂Ω) = 0

for every f ∈ L2(S2). We will show g = 0, implying

{Hf | f ∈ L2(S2) }⊥ = {0},

namely, the claim. Denote the single layer potential by

v(x) = Sg(x)

for x ∈ IR3. Now v is a radiating solution in Ωs with far field

v∞ = H∗g

by (2.28), and so for every f ∈ L2(S2),

(f, v∞)L2(S2) = (Hf, g)L2(∂Ω) = 0

by the assumption. Hence,

v∞ = 0,

or

v = 0

4Constant λ is a Dirichlet eigenvalue for Ω if there exists a non-trivial v with v|∂Ω = 0 such that

−∆v = λv in Ω. The Dirichlet eigenvalues are positive and form a numerable discrete set, [29].
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in Ωs by Rellich’s Lemma. By the continuity of the single layer over the boundary (in the

trace sense),

0 = v|+∂Ω = (SΩsg)+|∂Ω = (SΩg)|−∂Ω = v|−∂Ω.

Since k2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue,

v = 0

also in Ω, and so by the jump formulas

0 =
∂v

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣

−

∂Ω

− ∂v

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣

+

∂Ω

= g,

which is the claim. �

Lemma 2.3 For any compact subset K ⊂ Ω and multi-index α, there exists a finite

constant CK,α such that

sup
x∈K
|∂αu(x)| ≤ CK,α‖u‖L2(∂Ω),(2.31)

for every u ∈ C∞(Ω) that solves the Helmholtz equation in Ω. The constant CK,α is related

to the distance of K and ∂Ω as

CK,α ∼ d(K, ∂Ω)−|α|−2.

Proof. (See the proof of Theorem 5.4 in [13]) The solution u can be represented with the

double layer potential D,

u(x) = (Dφ)(x) =
∫

∂Ω

∂Φx

∂n
(y)φ(y)dS(y),

where

φ =
(

1

2
I −D

)−1

u|−∂Ω,

and (1
2
I −D)−1 is defined and bounded in L2(∂Ω). Now,

|∂αu(x)| ≤ sup
y∈∂Ω

∣∣∣∣∣
∂α∂Φx

∂xα∂n(y)
(y)

∣∣∣∣∣

∫

∂Ω
|φ(y)|dS(y).

By the Hölder inequality,
∫

∂Ω
|φ(y)|dS(y) ≤

√
|∂Ω| ‖φ‖L2(∂Ω)

≤
√
|∂Ω| ‖(1

2
I −D)−1‖ · ‖u‖L2(∂Ω).

Hence,

|∂αu(x)| ≤ CK,α‖u‖L2(∂Ω)
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with constant

CK,α =
√
|∂Ω| · sup

x∈K
y∈∂Ω

∣∣∣∣∣
∂α∂Φx

∂xα∂n(y)
(y)

∣∣∣∣∣ · ‖(
1

2
I −D)−1‖,

which is finite since

K × ∂Ω 3 (x, y) 7→ ∂Φx

∂n
(y)

is a C∞ mapping. The estimate for CK,α follows from
∣∣∣∣∣
∂α∂Φx

∂xα∂n(y)
(y)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cα ·
1

|x− y||α|+2
.

�

2.2 An acoustic inverse obstacle scattering problem

In this section, we outline an acoustic inverse obstacle scattering problem for sound-soft

obstacles. This will serve as a reference case later. An acoustic sound-soft obstacle is such

that the total field vanishes on the boundary of the obstacle. We sketch the proof for the

unique solvability of the inverse problem and discuss three different obstacle reconstruction

methods.

For an acoustic sound-soft obstacle, the direct scattering problem is the following, [13,

p. 46]:

Direct Acoustic Obstacle Scattering Problem Given an incident field vi,

∆vi + k2vi = 0 in IR3,

find the scattered field vs that is a radiating solution of the Helmholtz equation in the

exterior domain Ωs and for which the total field

v = vi + vs

satisfies the boundary condition

v = 0 on ∂Ω.

The direct obstacle scattering problem is uniquely solvable, e.g., [29]. In fact, for an

incident field it is enough to be a solution of the Helmholtz equation in a neighbourhood

of the scatterer. The incident field could be, for example, the field of a point source Φz

with z ∈ Ωs.

Denote by

vs∞(·, ξ)(2.32)

the far field pattern of the unique scattered field, when the incident field is the plane wave

propagating in direction ξ, ξ ∈ S2,

vi = vi(x, ξ) = eikx·ξ.(2.33)
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Inverse Acoustic Obstacle Scattering Problem Given the far field pattern vs∞(·, ξ)
for each incoming plane wave vi(·, ξ), ξ ∈ S2, and assuming the scatterer is a sound-soft

obstacle, determine the scatterer Ω.

The inverse acoustic obstacle scattering problem has a unique solution. Namely, if the

far field patterns of the incident plane waves coincide for two sound-soft obstacles Ω1 and

Ω2, then Ω1 = Ω2. We sketch the proof which is based on the “screaming close to wall”

effect. For more details, see [24, 20]. In [13], there is a slightly different approach.

Assume that the far field patterns corresponding to incoming plane waves equal for Ω1

and Ω2. Denote by E the unbounded component of the exterior IR3\(Ω1∪Ω2). Fix z ∈ E.

Denote by Gj the Dirichlet-to-far-field mapping, the operator that maps the Dirichlet’s

boundary values on ∂Ωj of the scattered field to the corresponding far field,

Gj(v
s|∂Ωj) = vs∞.

The operator Gj can be considered as a bounded linear operator from H1/2(∂Ωj) to L2(S2)

[2].

First, we will show that if Φs
z,j is the radiating solution of





∆Φs
z,j + k2Φs

z,j = 0, in Ωs
j ,

Φs
z,j = −Φz on ∂Ωj,

(2.34)

j = 1, 2, then

Φs
z,1 = Φs

z,2 in E.

To this end, choose a domain Az ⊂ IR3 such that z 6∈ Az,

Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ⊂ Az,(2.35)

and for which k2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue. By the density, Lemma 2.2, there is a

sequence

vn ∈ span{ vi(·, ξ) }
with

vn|∂Az → Φz|∂Az in L2(∂Az).

But now, vn and Φz are both solutions to the Helmholtz equation in Az, and so by the

estimate (2.31) in Lemma 2.3,

vn → Φz, ∇vn → ∇Φz,

uniformly in a compact subset Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ⊂ Az. Hence,

vn|∂Ωj → Φz|∂Ωj
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in H1/2(∂Ωj), and by the continuity of Gj,

Φs
z,j,∞ = −Gj(Φz|∂Ωj) = −Gj(lim vn|∂Ωj) = − limGj(vn|∂Ωj).

Since the far fields corresponding to the incident plane waves coincide and Gj’s are linear,

G1(vn|∂Ω1) = G2(vn|∂Ω2).

Now we get

Φs
z,1,∞ = − limG1(vn|∂Ω1) = − limG2(vn|∂Ω2) = Φs

z,2,∞.

Hence, by Rellich’s Lemma 2.1, Φs
z,1 = Φs

z,2 in E.

Suppose then that Ω1 6= Ω2. We may assume that there is a z0 ∈ ∂Ω1 such that z0

can be approached by z ∈ E and that the distance d(z,Ω2) stays bounded below by some

positive constant. But then, for example, by the mirror source principle5,

|Φs
z,1(z)| → ∞ as z → z0,(2.36)

while |Φs
z,2(z)| stays bounded by the representation formula since Φz|∂Ω2 and ∇Φz|∂Ω2 stay

bounded. This is impossible since Φs
z,1 = Φs

z,2 in E, a contradiction. Hence,

Ω1 = Ω2,

and the unique solvability of the inverse problem is proved.

Basicly, the proof consists of two steps. First, the far field data determines Φs
z, the

scattered field when the incident field is the field of the point source, and secondly, |Φs
z(z)|

becomes unbounded as z approaches the boundary. Neither of these steps is limited only

to the Dirichlet boundary condition. If the vn’s are as in the proof, then the whole Cauchy

data of vn approaches uniformly the Cauchy data of Φz on ∂Ω. Hence, Φs
z is determined

if the far fields of the scattered waves depend continuously on some combination of the

Cauchy data of the incident wave. If the boundary condition is such that |Φs
z(z)| becomes

unbounded close to the boundary, then also the second step works. Hence, with small

modifications, the same proof works also for different boundary conditions, for example,

for the Neumann boundary condition.

2.2.1 Linear sampling method

The measurement of the inverse acoustic obstacle scattering problem can be interpreted

in the operator theoretic setting by introducing the far field operator,

Fg(x̂) =
∫

S2
vs∞(x̂, ξ)g(ξ)dS(ξ),(2.37)

5Let z̃ be the mirror point with respect to the boundary ∂Ω of z ∈ Ωs when z is close to ∂Ω. By the

mirror source principle, also called the image source principle, the asymptotics of Φs
z can be estimated

by Φz̃ when z tends to the boundary ∂Ω.
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where vs∞(·, ξ) is the far field of the scattered wave when the incident field is the plane

wave vi(·, ξ), see (2.32), (2.33). By the linearity of the direct problem, Fg is the far field

when the incident field is the Herglotz wave function vig with the Herglotz density g.

For sound-soft obstacles,

F = −GH,(2.38)

where G is the Dirichlet-to-far field mapping, the operator that maps the boundary values

of the scattered waves the to the far field pattern, and H is the restriction of the Herglotz

wave onto the boundary (2.26). The operators H, G and F are considered between the

following spaces,

H : L2(S2)→ H1/2(∂Ω),

G : H1/2(∂Ω)→ L2(S2),

F : L2(S2)→ L2(S2).

They are all compact injective linear operators with dense images [2]. For the density, it

has to be assumed that k2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of Ω. By using Rellich’s Lemma

2.1 in the same way as in the proof of the unique solvability of the inverse problem, one

can obtain a relation for the scatterer and the factor G of the far field mapping F , [11],

z ∈ Ω ⇔ Φz,∞ ∈ R(G).(2.39)

In the linear sampling method, the criteria to decide when z ∈ Ω, or z ∈ Ωs, is to look

at the norm of the regularized solution g = gz for

Fg = Φz,∞.(2.40)

For z ∈ Ω the norm ‖gz‖ is small but for z ∈ Ωs it is large. The linear sampling method

has been motivated with theorems of the following type, [11, 2]:

Theorem 2.4 Suppose k2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of Ω. Let z ∈ Ω and ε > 0. There

exists a solution gεz ∈ L2(S2) of the inequality

‖Fgεz − Φz,∞‖L2 < ε,

such that as z → ∂Ω, we have

‖gεz‖L2 →∞,

and for the Herglotz wave function vig of g = gεz,

‖vig‖H1(Ω) →∞.
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Even though the linear sampling method has been observed to work in practice by

several numerical tests in different situations, [11, 1, 10], the previous theorem does not

prove the method; compare to the discussion in [11, after Example 2.2]. A problem is that

there is no guarantee that the regularized solution of (2.40) is the function gεz of Theorem

2.4. In fact, it can be proven that one can always find Theorem 2.4-type “singular”

Herglotz densities, also when approaching other points besides ∂Ω; see the next lemma.

Moreover, the theorem says nothing about points z ∈ Ωs.

Lemma 2.5 Let X,Y, Z be infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, and let

H : X → Y, G : Y → Z,

be compact linear operators with dense images. Let

F = GH.

Then for any z ∈ Z and for any ε > 0 and M > 0, there exists a solution x ∈ X of the

inequality

‖Fx− z‖ < ε,

such that

‖x‖ > M, and ‖Hx‖ > M.

Proof. Let z ∈ Z and ε > 0. Since G is compact, the preimage U = G−1B(z, ε) is an

open and unbounded set in Y and non-empty since the image of G is dense. Take y ∈ U
with

‖y‖ > M + 1,

and let δ, 0 < δ < 1, be such that

B(y, δ) ⊂ U.

Now, the set H−1B(y, δ) is an open, non-empty and unbounded set. Take

x ∈ H−1B(y, δ),

such that ‖x‖ > M . But now Hx ∈ B(y, δ), and so also

‖Hx‖ > ‖y‖ − δ > M + 1− 1 = M,

and it holds that

Fx = GHx ∈ GB(y, δ) ⊂ GU ⊂ B(z, ε).

�

What is the relation between (2.39) and the regularized solutions of (2.40)? In [2],

Arens has recently shown that the linear sampling method works if the factorization
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method ([20]) works, that is, there is a proof for the linear sampling method in those cases

where there is a proof also for the factorization method. In this case, the regularization

method for (2.40) can be understood as a regularizing method for

Gφ = Φz,∞,(2.41)

and this is the reason why the linear sampling method works. Roughly speaking, if R is a

regularizer of F , then for R̃ = −HR, and for Hg (Herglotz waves are dense in H1/2(∂Ω)),

R̃G(Hg) = −HRGHg = HRFg ≈ Hg,

and so R̃ is a regularizer for G. The rigorous proof uses the Riesz base relations of the

singular systems of operators F , G and H, which is the key in proving the factorization

method, too.

As a conclusion, the linear sampling method has been proven to work when the fac-

torization method works. This is the case in the acoustic scattering with sound-soft

obstacles, but not, for example, with the electromagnetic scattering problems, although

in the numerical tests the linear sampling method seems to work also in these cases.

2.2.2 Factorization method

In [20], Kirsch proved a relation between the ranges of F and G,

R(G) = R(|F |1/2).(2.42)

Then, by (2.39), z is in Ω if and only if the equation

|F |1/2g = Φz,∞(2.43)

is solvable. This is called the factorization method. Equation (2.43) is ill-posed since F is

a compact operator, and hence, one is looking for a regularized solution of (2.43).

The starting point in proving the relation (2.42) is the factorization

F = −GS∗∂ΩG
∗,

which follows from (2.38) and

Gf = (SΩsS
−1
∂Ωf)∞ = H∗S−1

∂Ωf.

To get the relation (2.42), it is crucial that the middle operator in the factorization is

coercive, or at most compact perturbation of a coercive operator, see [20, Theorem 3.4],

[22, Theorem 3.3]. This is satisfied in the sound-soft and sound-hard acoustic obtacle

scattering but fails in the electromagnetic scattering case, [2, 21].

As numerical methods, both the factorization method and the linear sampling method

are quick and simple. It is enough to solve the regularizer for discretized |F |1/2, or F ,
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only once. Thereafter, one applies the regularizer for Φz,∞ to get g = gz and computes

the norm of g. Another possibility is to apply the formula

R(A) =



 f

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

j

|(f, ψj)|2
|aj|2

<∞


 ,

where A is a compact operator with the singular system (aj, φj, ψj), and apply this for

A = |F |1/2, or for A = F , and for f = Φz,∞ with each z. This means that one needs

to compute the singular value decomposition of the matrix of the discretized far field

operator only once.

2.2.3 Singular sources method

The singular sources method, introduced by Potthast in [36], follows strictly the ideas

of the unique solvability proof for the inverse problem. As in the proof, the “Screaming

close to wall” effect is also the key idea for the numerical singular sources method. One

constructs an approximation for the scattered field of a point source at the source point,

denoted by Φs
z(z). When point z approaches the boundary of the scatterer (from outside),

the function |Φs
z(z)| becomes large.

The indicator function of the singular sources method is

I(z) =
∣∣∣∣
∫

S2
Fgz(−ξ)gz(ξ)dS(ξ)

∣∣∣∣ ,(2.44)

where gz is such that the Herglotz wave with density gz approximates6 Φz on the boundary

∂Ω,

Hgz ≈ Φz|∂Ω.(2.45)

The indicator function approximates |Φs
z(z)|, which is based on the density of the Her-

glotz wave functions, Lemma 2.2 and the mixed reciprocity relation, [37, 16, 35]. This is

described briefly in the following.

The mixed reciprocity relation between the scattered fields of a point source and of a

plane wave is

Φs
z,∞(ξ) = vs(z,−ξ), ξ ∈ S2, z ∈ Ωs.(2.46)

If the incident field is a Herglotz wave function vg with density g, then the scattered field

at z ∈ Ωs is

vsg(z) =
∫

S2
vs(z, ξ)g(ξ)dS(ξ) =

∫

S2
Φs
z,∞(−ξ)g(ξ)dS(ξ)

by the mixed reciprocity. Now,

Φs
z,∞(ξ) = −G(Φz|∂Ω)(ξ) ≈ −G(Hgz)(ξ) =

∫

S2
vs∞(ξ, η)gz(η)dS(η),

6The meaning of ≈ will be studied in the Beltrami field case more carefully. Here we just briefly give

the idea.
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where gz satisfies (2.45), and hence,

vsg(z) ≈
∫

S2

∫

S2
vs∞(−ξ, η)gz(η)g(ξ)dS(ξ)dS(η).

By choosing g = gz,

Φs
z(z) ≈ vsgz(z) ≈

∫

S2

∫

S2
vs∞(−ξ, η)gz(η)gz(ξ)dS(ξ)dS(η),

and the absolute value of the right-hand size is I(z).

z

z

Figure 1: A cone domain is one possibility for the approximation domain. The corners

are smoothed on a small scale.

Scanning procedures The Herglotz density gz of (2.45) for z ∈ Ωs is obtained through

an approximation domain. A bounded smooth domain Az is an approximation domain

for point z ∈ Ωs if

z 6∈ Az, Ω ⊂ Az.(2.47)

Now, gz is defined as a regularized solution for

Hgz = Φz(2.48)

on ∂Az. Then by the estimate (2.31), the Herglotz wave with density gz approximates Φz

also on ∂Ω. The idea is to choose the approximation domains Az so that z can approach

∂Ω. Since the scatterer Ω is unknown, the points z and the corresponding approximation

domains have to be chosen by an appropriate procedure. We call this a scanning procedure.
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One straightforward possibility for the scanning procedure is the following. Assume

that the scatterer is located in some big ball B = B(0, R). Suppose also that the boundary

of the scatterer is such that every point on the boundary can be approached in some

direction ξ ∈ S2 with a cone domain, see Figure 1. Let A0 be a cone domain with z = 0

such that the radius of the ball is 3R, say. Fix a direction ξ1 ∈ S2 and rotate A0 so that

the cone is pointing in the direction ξ1. To get the value of the indicator function (2.44)

at z ∈ B, we translate the ξ1-directed cone domain to z. Scan the ball B starting from

the ξ1 side, until the indicator function (2.44) becomes large, in other words, we come

close to the boundary. Note that until z becomes close to the boundary, the condition

(2.47) is satisfied. This way, we can determine the part of the boundary that has access

from the ξ1 direction from infinity. Then choose another direction ξ2 and do the same,

and so on. Then, after choosing all, in practice, several different scanning directions ξ,

we get the whole boundary determined. We consider other scanning procedures later.

Figure 2: Scanning the boundary from two different directions.

Notice the fundamental difference in the visualization between the factorization method

and the singular sources method. In the factorization method one can plot the function

z 7→ ‖gz‖.
But in the singular sources method the value of the indicator function I(z) also depends

on the choise for the approximation domain, that is, one has to scan the computational

domain by computing the indicator function (2.44) for each z, according to the scanning

procedure. The computational complexity depends heavily on the used scanning proce-

dure. To get the method faster in practice, the approximation domain Az for each z has

to be such that Az is just a translation and/or rotation of some fixed basic approximation

domain A0. Then, if g0 is the solution of (2.48) for A0, the function gz can be computed

from g0 without solving the equation separately for each z. The question how to visualize

the singular sources method is discussed shortly in the numerical part of the work.
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Indicator function of the probe method The probe method, introduced by Ikehata

[16, 17, 19], is also a scanning type method. The inverse problem considered in [17] is

slightly different: Let B be a ball in which the scatterer Ω is located. Given Φs
z|∂B for

every z ∈ ∂B, determine the scatterer Ω.

In the probe method scanning is done with needles σ that are curves in B starting

from the boundary, σ(0) ∈ ∂B. Denote

ΩB = B \ Ω.

Define the following Dirichlet-to-Neumann mappings:

ΛΩf =
∂u

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣
∂B

, Λ0f =
∂u0

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣
∂B

,

where




(∆ + k2)u = 0 in ΩB,

u = f on ∂B,

u = 0 on ∂Ω,

(2.49)

and




(∆ + k2)u0 = 0 in B,

u0 = f on ∂B.
(2.50)

Let fnt be such that the solution unt of (2.50) with the boundary value f = fnt approximates

Φc(t) in B except shrinking small neighborhoods V n
t of σ[0, t]. The indicator function of

the probe method is

I(t) = lim
n

∫

∂B
(ΛΩf

n
t − Λ0f

n
t )fnt dS.(2.51)

This blows up when σ(t) approaches the boundary:

Set

Stf(x) =
∫

∂B
(Φx(y) + Φs

x(y)) f(y)dS(y), x ∈ ∂B,

which is a modified single-layer potential with total field as the integral kernel. It can be

shown [17, Proposition 9] that

ΛΩ − Λ0 = S−1
t − S−1

∂B,

and hence, (2.51) is computable from data.

If u and u0 are the solutions of (2.49) and (2.50), respectively, then
∫

∂B
(ΛΩf − Λ0f)fdS =

∫

Ω
(|∇u0|2 − k2|u0|2)dx(2.52)

+
∫

ΩB
(|∇(u− u0)|2 − k2|u− u0|2)dx
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which follows from

0 =
∫

∂ΩB

∂

∂n
(u− u0)u0dS −

∫

∂ΩB
(u− u0)

∂u0

∂n
dS

=
∫

∂B
(ΛΩ − Λ0)ffdS −

∫

∂ΩB

∂

∂n
(u− u0)(u− u0)dS −

∫

∂Ω
u0
∂u0

∂n
dS.

For f = fnt , (2.52) blows up since |∇Φz|2 with z = c(t) becomes hypersingular. In fact,

since the solution unt becomes rapidly changing on whole σ[0, t] as the neighborhood V n
t

shrinks to σ[0, t], it can be shown that the indicator function is large also when z is inside

the scatter or when σ[0, t] is passing through the scatterer. This has been proved in [19]

provided k is sufficiently small.

3 Direct obstacle scattering for Beltrami fields

A vector field u in IR3 is a linear right-handed Beltrami field if

∇× u = ku,(3.1)

where k > 0 is a constant. In this work we call these simply Beltrami fields. By taking

the divergence from the equation (3.1), we see

∇ · u = 0,

and so u solves also the Helmholtz equation,

−∆u = (∇×)2u−∇∇ · u = k2u.

There are corresponding left-handed Beltrami fields that satisfy

∇× u = −ku.

We write the theorems only for right-handed fields to avoid the unnecessary mess of ±
signs. Of course, the same results can be obtained also in the left-handed case. An obsta-

cle is defined by asking the Neumann boundary condition, that is, the normal component

of the Beltrami field vanishes. Notice that fixing the tangential component of the Bel-

trami field will lead to an overdetermined problem, [27]. This will be also seen from the

representation formulas.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between electromagnetic fields and Beltrami field

pairs with different handnesses. If (E,H) is a solution of the (reduced) Maxwell equations

{
∇× E = ikH,

∇×H = −ikE,

then

U = E + iH
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solves

∇× U = ∇× E + i∇×H = k(iH + E) = kU,

in other words, U is a right-handed Beltrami field. Similarly,

V = E − iH

is a left-handed Beltrami field. Note that, when the Maxwell equations are written for

the Beltrami fields, the equations are decoupled,
{
∇× U = kU,

∇× V = −kV,

but the boundary values of U and V are coupled, for instance, for an electric obstacle

with vanishing n× E,
1

2
n× (U + V ) = 0.

In contrast, in this work we study the Neumann boundary value problem for a single

Beltrami field. A vanishing Neumann boundary value for a Beltrami field U alone,

n · U = n · (E + iH) = 0,

does not determine an electromagnetic boundary value problem since this gives no infor-

mation about V , so fixing one component is not enough for the Maxwell equations.

In plasma physics, when auroras are produced on the polar sky region, the magnetic

flow B is parallel with the current density j, called Birkeland current, [39]. When the

electromagnetic effects are neglected, Ampere’s law gives

∇×B = j,

and because j||B,

∇×B = αB,

that is, the magnetic field B is then a Beltrami field.

In this section, we consider the direct problem of Beltrami field scattering with the

Neumann boundary condition. We first study some preliminaries, such as plane waves.

We obtain the well-known representation formulas, [3], by using an enlarged Beltrami

system with the correct radiation condition; compare to [32, 34, 38] where this enlarg-

ing approach has been used for the Maxwell equations. Then we turn to the obstacle

scattering. This leads to the question of the unique solvability of the exterior Neumann

boundary value problem. After one uses the Helmholtz decomposition for the boundary

functions, the uniqueness can be obtained in a standard way — the zero boundary value

implies that the far field vanishes, and Rellich’s Lemma gives the uniqueness. The exis-

tence is proved with the boundary integral equation approach using the Fredholm theory.

The Fredholm properties are obtained by considering the boundary integral operators as

pseudo-differential operators and by computing their symbols.
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3.1 Preliminaries

3.1.1 Basic definitions

Plane waves In the following, one gets a motivation for the Beltrami field plane waves

and later for the singular fields from the corresponding electric plane waves and the field

of an electric dipole, see [13],

E0(x) = −(ξ×)2peikξ·x,

and

Ez,p(x) = ∇× (Φz(x)p).

A plane wave

u(x) = peikx·ξ, ξ ∈ S2, p ∈ C3,

is a Beltrami field if and only if the polarization vector p satisfies

iξ × p = p.

For any q ∈ IRn, the vector

p = −(ξ×)2q + iξ × q
satisfies the equation for the polarization, and so

u(x, ξ, q) =
(
−(ξ×)2q + iξ × q

)
eikx·ξ, x ∈ IR3, ξ ∈ S2, q ∈ IR3(3.2)

is a Beltrami field plane wave. The real part of the plane wave is

Reu(x, ξ, q) = −(ξ×)2q cos(kx · ξ)− ξ × q sin(kx · ξ),

so the plane wave is circularly polarized and right-handed.

Figure 3: The real part of a Beltrami field plane wave is plotted on a half-axis starting

from the origin (left-end point) in the propagation direction. The polarization vector q is

pointing upwards. If the time dependency e−iωt is included, the picture will rotate clock

wise around the axis.
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Smoothness Since the singular support of the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz

equation is {0}, a Beltrami field u ∈ D′(IR3)3 is an infinitely smooth function, [15] The-

orem 4.4.1. If a Beltrami field u ∈ Hs(Ω), then ∇ × u,∆u ∈ Hs(Ω) also. Hence, if

u ∈ H1(Ω), then we are able to take the boundary values in the trace sense of u, ∇× u
and ∆u into H1/2(∂Ω).

Beltrami system To obtain the representation formulas easily, we introduce the fol-

lowing Beltrami system where we add the divergence of u as an extra scalar field; compare

to the Picard system in electromagnetics [32, 34, 38].

Let

A(p) =

(
p× −p
p· 0

)
=




0 −p3 p2 −p1

p3 0 −p1 −p2

−p2 p1 0 −p3

p1 p2 p3 0



, p ∈ IR3.(3.3)

Note

A(p)T = −A(p), A(p)TA(p) =

(
−(p×)2 + pp· 0

0 p · p

)
= |p|2I.

We say

U =

(
u

φ

)

solves the Beltrami system if

A(∇)U = kU.(3.4)

The relation between the Beltrami system and the Beltrami field is the following.

Lemma 3.1 Let

U =

(
u

φ

)

solve the Beltrami system. Then u is a Beltrami field if and only if φ = 0.

Proof. The Beltrami system for u and φ is

{
∇× u−∇φ = ku,

∇ · u = kφ.

If u is a Beltrami field, then the lower equation gives φ = 0. If φ = 0, then the upper

equation is the equation (3.1). �

The advantage of the Beltrami system is that it factors the Helmholtz operator,

(A(∇)− kI)(A(∇) + kI) = −(∆ + k2)I.
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Now, the matrix

G = (A(∇) + kI)(ΦI) = A(∇Φ) + kΦI,

where Φ is the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation, satisfies

(A(∇)− kI)G = δI.

Denote also

Gz = A(∇Φz) + kΦzI,

where Φz(x) = Φ(x− z). Since

A(∇zΦx(z)) + kΦx(z)I = −A(∇xΦz(x)) + kΦz(x)I,

we have the reciprocity relation

Gx(z) = Gz(x)T(3.5)

3.1.2 Radiation condition

To get the representation formula in the exterior domain and to have hope for the unique-

ness of any direct scattering problem, we need to have a correct radiation condition. Since

the components satisfy the Helmholtz equation, it is natural to try to obtain the radiation

condition starting from the Sommerfeld radiation condition (2.8). It turns out that the

obtained one is equivalent with the Sommerfeld radiation condition for each component.

Lemma 3.2 Suppose v is a radiating solution of the Helmholtz equation in an exterior

domain Ωs. Then ∂jv is also a radiating solution with far field

(∂jv)∞(x̂) = ikx̂jv∞(x̂).(3.6)

Proof. A single layer potential

Sφ(x) =
∫

∂Ω
Φy(x)φ(y)dS(y),

has the far field

(Sφ)∞(x̂) =
∫

∂Ω
e−ikx̂·yφ(y)dS(y).(3.7)

By (2.12), we see

(∂jΦy)∞(x̂) = ikx̂je
−ikx̂·y,

and so

(∂jSφ)∞(x̂) =
∫

∂Ω
(∂jΦy)∞(x̂)φ(y)dS(y) = ikx̂j(Sφ)∞(x̂).
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Thus, the claim holds for the single layer potentials. But, any radiating solution can

be represented as a single layer potential: Choose R > 0 such that k2 is not Dirichlet’s

eigenvalue of the ball B = B(0, R) and that Ω ⊂ B. Then

v = Sφ,

where the single layer is of the boundary ∂B, and

φ = S−1
∂Bv||x|=R.

Note that S∂B is invertible since k2 is not Dirichlet’s eigenvalue. �

Lemma 3.3 Let

P = P (D) =
3∑

j=1

P j∂j

be a linear first-order differential operator with constant (matrix) coefficients P j, j =

1, . . . , 3. Suppose v solves the Helmholtz equation in an exterior domain and satisfies the

Sommerfeld radiation condition. If v solves the equation

v = P (D)v,

then

v(x)− ikP (x̂)v(x) = o

(
1

|x|

)

uniformly in x̂ as |x| → ∞.

Proof. First, by the previous lemma,

0 = [P (D)v − v]∞(x̂) = ikP (x̂)v∞(x̂)− v∞(x̂).

Hence, as |x| → ∞,

v(x)− ikP (x̂)v(x) = Φ(x) (v∞(x̂)− ikP (x̂)v∞(x̂)) + o

(
1

|x|

)
= o

(
1

|x|

)
.

�

A solution U of the Beltrami system solves also the Helmholtz equation. If we assume

U satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition (2.8), then Lemma 3.3 applied with

P (D) =
1

k
A(∇)

implies that U satisfies the radiation condition

U(x)− iA(x̂)U(x) = o

(
1

|x|

)
(3.8)
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uniformly in all directions as |x| → ∞. In the Beltrami field case,

U =

(
u

0

)
,

the radiation condition (3.8) implies

(
u

0

)
− i

(
x̂× u
x̂ · u

)
= o

(
1

|x|

)
.

Note that the lower condition follows from the upper one. Hence, we define the radiation

condition for the Beltrami field by (compare [3])

u− ix̂× u = o

(
1

|x|

)
.(3.9)

This could have been obtained also directly from Lemma 3.3.

3.1.3 Integration by parts

When deriving the representation formulas, one integrates the fundamental solution with

the following interpretation.

Lemma 3.4 Let f ∈ D′(IR3) with compact singsupp(f). Suppose f is smooth in a neigh-

bourhood of ∂Ω, i.e.,

d(singsupp(f), ∂Ω) > 0.

Then
∫

Ω
∂jfdx =

∫

∂Ω
njfdS.(3.10)

Remark. The left-hand side has to be interpreted as

∫

Ω
∂jfdx := 〈∂jf, ψχΩ〉+

∫

Ω
(1− ψ)∂jfdx,(3.11)

where χΩ is the characteristic function of Ω, and for ψ ∈ C∞0 (IR3) it holds

ψ =





1 in a neighbourhood of singsupp(f),

0 in a neighbourhood of ∂Ω.

The proof shows that the definition is independent of the choice of ψ.

Proof. Choose the function ψ as in the remark. The first term in the right-hand side of

(3.11) is

〈∂jf, ψχΩ〉 = −〈f, ∂j(ψχΩ)〉 = −
∫

Ω
f∂j(ψχΩ)dx
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by the definition of the distribution derivative and because ∂j(ψχΩ) vanishes in some

neighbourhoods of singsupp(f) and ∂Ω. Since

χΩ∂jψ = ∂j(ψχΩ),

we get

χΩ∂j[(1− ψ)f ] = χΩ(1− ψ)∂jf − f∂j(ψχΩ),

where all terms are functions, and so
∫

Ω
(1− ψ)∂jfdx =

∫

Ω
f∂j(ψχΩ)dx+

∫

Ω
∂j[(1− ψ)f ]dx.

Hence,

〈∂jf, ψχΩ〉+
∫

Ω
(1− ψ)∂jfdx =

∫

Ω
∂j[(1− ψ)f ]dx,

for which we can apply the integration rule of smooth functions to obtain
∫

Ω
∂j[(1− ψ)f ]dx =

∫

∂Ω
nj(1− ψ)fdS =

∫

∂Ω
njfdS.

�

Consider linear differential operators of the form

L(∇) =
∑

j

Lj∂j,(3.12)

where the coefficient matrices Lj = (Ljαβ) are constant. For L = ∇×, for example,

∇× =




0 −∂3 ∂2

∂3 0 −∂1

−∂2 ∂1 0




=




0 0 0

0 0 −1

0 1 0


 ∂1 +




0 0 1

0 0 0

−1 0 0


 ∂2 +




0 −1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0


 ∂3.

By LT we mean

L(∇)T =
∑

j

(Lj)T∂j,

and so, for example,

(∇×)T = −∇× .

Lemma 3.5 Let L = L(∇) be a linear differential operator of the form (3.12). Let

A = A(x) and B = B(x) be smooth matrices with such sizes that the matrix products

below are defined. Then
∫

Ω
(L(∇)A)TBdx =

∫

∂Ω
(L(n)A)TBdS(x)−

∫

Ω
ATL(∇)TBdx.(3.13)
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Proof. By the scalar integration by parts, it holds for a single derivative that

∫

Ω
((∂jA)B)αβdx =

∑

γ

∫

Ω
(∂jAαγ)Bγβdx

=
∑

γ

(∫

∂Ω
njAαγBγβdS −

∫

Ω
Aαγ∂jBγβdx

)

=
(∫

∂Ω
njABdS −

∫

Ω
A∂jBdx

)

αβ
,

or,

∫

Ω
(∂jA)Bdx =

∫

∂Ω
njABdS −

∫

Ω
A∂jBdx

for any matrices A and B that are compatible with each other. Apply this to get

∫

Ω
(L(∇)A)TBdx =

∑

j

∫

Ω
(∂jA

T )(Lj)TBdx

=
∑

j

∫

∂Ω
njA

T (Lj)TBdS −
∑

j

∫

Ω
AT∂j((L

j)TB)dS

=
∫

∂Ω
(L(n)A)TBdS −

∫

∂Ω
ATL(∇)TBdx

since ∂j((L
j)TB) = (Lj)T∂jB. �

3.1.4 Representation formulas

Theorem 3.6 Let U ∈ C∞(Ω)4 satisfy

A(∇)U = kU

in Ω. Then

∫

∂Ω
Gy(x)A(n(y))U(y)dS(y) =

{
−U(x), x ∈ Ω,

0, x ∈ Ωs.
(3.14)

Proof. We integrate against δx to get

x ∈ Ω : U(x)

x ∈ Ωs : 0

}
=

∫

Ω
[(A(∇y)− kI)Gx(y)]T U(y)dy

=
∫

∂Ω
[A(n)Gx(y)]TU(y)dS(y)−

∫

Ω
Gx(y)T [A(∇y)

T + kI]U(y)dy

= −
∫

∂Ω
Gy(x)A(n)U(y)dS(y)

by reciprocity (3.5). �
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We can rewrite
∫

∂Ω
Gy(x)A(n)U(y)dS(y) = (A(∇) + kI)S[A(n)U ](x),(3.15)

where S is the single layer. Note that

A(n)U =

(
n× u− nφ

n · u

)
, U =

(
u

φ

)
.

Corollary 3.7 Let u ∈ C∞(Ω)3 be a Beltrami field in Ω. Then

x ∈ Ω : −u(x)

x ∈ Ωs : 0

}
= ∇× S(n× u)(x) +

1

k
(∇×)2S(n× u)(x).(3.16)

Proof. We apply Theorem 3.6 for

U =

(
u

0

)
.

The lower equation of (3.14) gives the relation

∇ · S(n× u) + kS(n · u) = 0.

When we substitute this into the upper equation of (3.14), it gives

x ∈ Ω : −u(x)

x ∈ Ωs : 0

}
= ∇× S(n× u)(x)−∇S(n · u) + kS(n× u)

= ∇× S(n× u)(x) +
1

k
∇∇ · S(n× u)− 1

k
∆S(n× u)

= ∇× S(n× u)(x) +
1

k
(∇×)2S(n× u)(x).

�

The representation formula for the exterior domain follows from the interior one since

we have the correct radiation condition.

Lemma 3.8 i) Let U ∈ C∞(Ωs)4 solve the Beltrami system in the exterior domain Ωs

with the radiation condition (3.8). Then

lim
R→∞

∫

∂B(0,R)
|U |2dS = i

∫

∂Ω
(A(n)U)TUdS.(3.17)

ii) Let u ∈ C∞(Ωs)3 be a Beltrami field in the exterior domain Ωs that satisfies the

radiation condition (3.9). Then

lim
R→∞

∫

∂B(0,R)
|u|2dS = i

∫

∂Ω
(n× u)TudS.(3.18)
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Proof. i) Let R > 0 be large such that Ω ⊂ B(0, R). It holds, since A(x̂)TA(x̂) = I,

∫

∂B(0,R)
|(I − iA(x̂))U(x)|2dS = 2

∫

∂B(0,R)

(
|U |2 − i(A(x̂)U)TU

)
dS

= 2
∫

∂B(0,R)
|U |2dS − 2i

∫

∂Ω
(A(n)U)TUdS.

The left-hand side tends to zero by the radiation condition (3.8) as R→∞.

ii) Apply i) with

U =

(
u

0

)
.

�

Remark. The proof above holds also for weak solutions U ∈ H1
loc(Ω

s)4 of the Beltrami

system that satisfy the radiation condition since it is just an integration by parts argument.

Recall H1
loc(Ω

s) consists of such functions u that φu ∈ H1(Ωs) for all compactly supported

smooth functions φ.

Theorem 3.9 Let U ∈ C∞(Ωs)4 solve the Beltrami system in the exterior domain Ωs

with the radiation condition (3.8). Then

∫

∂Ω
Gy(x)A(n(y))U(y)dS(y) =

{
0, x ∈ Ω,

U(x), x ∈ Ωs.
(3.19)

Proof. First, we study the far field of the fundamental solution matrix. Since

Gz(x) = A(∇Φz) + kΦzI,

we get

Gz(x) = Φ(x)Gz,∞(x̂) + o

(
1

|x|

)
,

where

Gz,∞(x̂) = k(iA(x̂) + I)Φz,∞(x̂),(3.20)

by (3.6). Now

(I − iA(x̂))Gz,∞(x̂) = 0,

and so

(I − iA(x̂))Gz(x) = o

(
1

|x|

)
.

Let x ∈ IR3 \ ∂Ω, and let R > |x| be large such that Ω ⊂ B(0, R). Set

ΩR = Ωs ∩B(0, R),
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and denote by nR the unit outer normal of ∂ΩR. Here n is the unit outer normal of ∂Ω.

By the representation formula of interior solutions applied to ΩR,

x ∈ Ω : 0

x ∈ Ωs : U(x)

}
= −

∫

∂ΩR
Gy(x)A(nR)U(y)dS(y)

=
∫

∂Ω
Gy(x)A(n)U(y)dS(y)−

∫

∂B(0,R)
Gy(x)A(ŷ)U(y)dS(y).

The latter integrand tends to zero as R grows: By (3.5) and (3.20), the integrand is

Gy(x)A(ŷ)U(y) = Gx(y)TA(ŷ)U(y)

= ikΦ(y)Φx,∞(ŷ)(I − iA(ŷ))U(y) + U(y)o
(

1

R

)

= o
(

1

R2

)
+ U(y)o

(
1

R

)

by the radiation condition (3.8). Hence, by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,

∣∣∣∣∣

∫

∂B(0,R)
Gy(x)A(ŷ)U(y)dS(y)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ o(1) +

(∫

∂B(0,R)
|U |2dS

)1/2

o(1),

and ∫

∂B(0,R)
|U |2dS

is bounded as R→∞ by the previous Lemma 3.8. �

Corollary 3.10 Let u ∈ C∞(Ωs)3 be a Beltrami field in the exterior domain Ωs that

satisfies the radiation condition (3.9). Then

x ∈ Ω : 0

x ∈ Ωs : u(x)

}
= ∇× S(n× u)(x) +

1

k
(∇×)2S(n× u)(x).(3.21)

Proof. Now

U =

(
u

0

)

solves the Beltrami system in the exterior domain and satisfies the radiation condition

(3.8), so we can apply Theorem 3.9. The normal component n · u can be eliminated in

the same way as in the interior case. �

Earlier, in Section 3.1.2, we saw that the Sommerfeld radiation condition (2.8) implies

the radiation condition (3.8) for Beltrami systems and (3.9) for Beltrami fields. Now, we

assumed that the radiation condition (3.8), or (3.9), holds, and then we got a representa-

tion in terms of the radiating fundamental solution Φ of the Helmholtz equation. Hence,
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the radiation conditions (3.8) and (3.9) are equivalent with the Sommerfeld radiation

condition.

From the representation formula (3.21) it follows that the tangential component alone

determines the Beltrami field u, and hence, fixing the tangential component would lead

to an overdetermined problem. If one tries to ask a tangential boundary condition

n× us + n× ui = 0

for a scattering phenomenon, then by the representation formula of the exterior domain

us(x) = ∇× S(n× us)(x) +
1

k
(∇×)2S(n× us)(x)

= −∇× S(n× ui)(x)− 1

k
(∇×)2S(n× ui)(x)

= 0,

and us ≡ 0. But then on the boundary,

n× ui = −n× us = 0,

and so also ui ≡ 0 by the representation formula for interior solutions. Hence, the zero

field is the only “scattering field” for the obstacles with tangential boundary conditions,

that is, there are no such obstacles.

3.2 Exterior Neumann boundary value problem

The exterior Neumann boundary value problem is to find a solution u ∈ H1
loc(Ω

s)3 for



∇× u = ku, in Ωs,

n · u|+∂Ω = g,
(3.22)

where u is a radiating solution satisfying (3.9) and g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω). For g we also ask
∫

∂Ωj
gdS = 0(3.23)

over each component Ωj of Ω, which corresponds to the domain Ω to be source free. Define

H
1/2
0 (∂Ω) =

{
g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω)

∣∣∣∣∣

∫

∂Ωj
gdS = 0 for each component Ωj

}
.(3.24)

Notice that

H1/2(∂Ω) = H
1/2
0 (∂Ω)⊕ span{χ∂Ω1} ⊕ . . .⊕ span{χ∂ΩN},

where N is the number of components of ∂Ω and χ∂Ωj is the charasteristic function on

the boundary component ∂Ωj, j = 1, . . . , N ,

χ∂Ωj(x) =





1, x ∈ ∂Ωj,

0, x ∈ ∂Ω \ ∂Ωj.
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3.2.1 Scattering of plane waves from a plane

Scattering of Beltrami fields is not as simple as one could imagine. To get some intuition,

study first how plane waves scatter from the plane

n · x = 0, n ∈ S2.

Note that scattering from a plane corresponds to what happens locally with more com-

plicated boundaries.

Let

ui(x, ξ, q) =
(
−(ξ×)2q + iξ × q

)
eikx·ξ, ξ ∈ S2, q ∈ IR3,

where for ξ we ask

ξn = n · ξ < 0.

Define

ξT = −(n×)2ξ,

so

ξ = ξT + ξnn.

The task is to find a plane wave

us(x, ξ̃, q̃) =
(
−(ξ̃×)2q̃ + iξ̃ × q̃

)
eikx·ξ̃,

for which

n · us + n · ui = 0(3.25)

on the plane n · x = 0, and where the natural choice for the propagation direction ξ̃ is,

see Figure 4,

ξ̃ = ξT − ξnn.(3.26)

If one thinks about the symmetry over the plane n · x = 0, then one might prefer to

choose

q̃ = −qnn+ qT .

But for this choice,

(n · us + n · ui)(x) = 2i(n× ξT ) · qeikxT ·ξT ,

which is not usually zero and so (3.25) is not satisfied. However, if one defines a left-

handed plane wave with this polarization q̃,

vs(x, ξ̃, q̃) =
(
−(ξ̃×)2q̃ − iξ̃ × q̃

)
eikx·q̃,

then

n · vs + n · ui = 0
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ξ ξ
∼

Figure 4: Propagating direction of the incident wave and the scattered wave.

on the plane n · x = 0.

To get a right-handed scattered plane wave, we have to analyze ui more carefylly.

Now,

n · ui(x, ξ, q)|n·x=0 = (n · q − ξnξ · q + in · (ξ × q)) eikxT ·ξT
=

(
(1− ξ2

n)n · q − ξnξT · q + i(n× ξT ) · q
)
eikxT ·ξT ,

and

n · us(x, ξ̃, q̃)|n·x=0 =
(
(1− ξ2

n)n · q̃ + ξnξT · q̃ + i(n× ξT ) · q̃
)
eikxT ·ξT .

For ξ 6= ±n, the vector triple

(n, ξ̂T , n× ξ̂T ), ξ̂T =
ξT
|ξT |

,

defines an orthonormal basis in IR3. If we represent q in these coordinates,

q = (q · n)n+ (q · ξ̂T )ξ̂T + (q · (n× ξ̂T )) · (n× ξ̂T ),

then we easily see that choosing

q̃ = −(q · n)n+ (q · ξ̂T )ξ̂T − (q · (n× ξ̂T ))(n× ξ̂T )(3.27)

the boundary condition (3.25) is satisfied.

In case ξ = ±n, the normal component of ui disappears,

n · ui(·, ξ, q) = 0

identically everywhere, and particularly on plane n · x = 0. Since the same is true also

for us(·, ξ̃, q̃), the condition (3.25) is satisfied with any choice q̃ ∈ IR3.
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3.2.2 Uniqueness

To prove uniqueness it is enough to show that the exterior field for g = 0 vanishes. This

is usually obtained from the vanishing of the far field via Rellich’s lemma. The problem

here is that the formula (3.18) relating the far field to boundary values does not directly

involve n · u but n × u instead. We can progress by representing the right-hand side of

(3.18) with the Hodge-Helmholtz decomposition.

Recall the basic surface differential operators. Suppose that Γ is the smooth boundary

of an open set of IR3. The surface divergence Div : TL2(Γ)→ H−1(Γ) is defined via the

duality

〈Div(f), φ〉 = −〈f,∇Tφ〉 , f ∈ TL2(Γ), φ ∈ H1(Γ),

where ∇T : H1(Γ) → TL2(Γ) is the surface gradient. The surface curl Curl : TL2(Γ) →
H−1(Γ) is defined

〈Curl(f), φ〉 = −〈f, n×∇Tφ〉 , f ∈ TL2(Γ), φ ∈ H1(Γ),

where n is the unit outer normal to Γ. Now,

Curl(f) = −Div(n× f),

and

Curl(∇Tφ) ≡ 0, Div(n×∇Tφ) ≡ 0.

It holds that

∇Tφ = −(n×)2∇φ, Curl(f) = n · (∇× f),

when φ and f are extended away from the boundary Γ. If Γ is simply connected, in other

words, there are neither handles nor holes, and if f ∈ TL2(Γ) with

Curl(f) = 0,

then there exists ψ ∈ H1(Γ) such that

f = ∇Tψ,

see [13], [6, Lemma 1], and [7, Proposition 3.1] also for non-smooth boundaries.

Theorem 3.11 Suppose that each component of the boundary ∂Ω is simply connected.

Let u ∈ H1
loc(Ω

s)3 be a radiating solution of the exterior Neumann boundary value problem

(3.22) with zero boundary value,

n · u|+∂Ω = 0.

Then u is zero.
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Proof. Now u|+∂Ω ∈ TL2(∂Ω) and

Curl(u|+∂Ω) = n · (∇× u) = kn · u = 0,

so there is a potential ψ ∈ H1(∂Ω) with

u|+∂Ω = ∇Tψ.

Note that for this we need the topological assumption of ∂Ω. By (3.18), it holds that

lim
R→∞

∫

∂B(0,R)
|u|2dS = i

∫

∂Ω
(n×∇Tψ) · ∇TψdS

= i
∫

∂Ω
Div(ψ(n×∇Tψ))dS

= 0.

Hence, u = 0 by Rellich’s lemma. �

Remark. We conjecture that the presence of handles and holes will induce finite-

dimensional non-uniqueness for the solution as is the case with the potential for a tan-

gential curl free field. A detailed study of this topic is left out from this work.

Corollary 3.12 Suppose that each component of the boundary ∂Ω is simply connected.

The exterior Neumann boundary value problem of Beltrami fields (3.22) has at most one

radiating solution.

3.2.3 Existence

For the existence of the solution to the Neumann boundary value, we make an ansatz

and show that it leads to a boundary integral equation, to which we apply the Fredholm

theory.

We seek a suitable ansatz in several steps. First, let

u = ∇× v + kv.

Now

∇× u− ku = (∇×)2v − k2v = −(∆ + k2)v +∇∇ · v,

so u solves the Beltrami equation, if v satisfies Helmholtz equation with

∇ · v = 0.

If we define v as a single layer potential,

v = SΩsf, f = n×∇Tφ,
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v solves the Helmholtz equation. Note that

∇ · SΩsh = SΩsDiv(h)

for h ∈ TL2(∂Ω), because

∫

∂Ω
∇xΦy(x) · h(y)dS(y) = −

∫

∂Ω
∇yΦy(x) · h(y)dS(y) =

∫

∂Ω
Φx(y)Div(h)(y)dS(y).

Since Div(n×∇T ) = 0,

∇ · v = SΩsDiv(f) = 0,

and hence u is a Beltrami field.

Let

u = (∇×+ kI)SΩs(n×∇Tφ)(3.28)

be the full ansatz, which looks pretty complicated, but now u satisfies the desired prop-

erties. First, u is automatically a Beltrami field. Since the ansatz is in terms of the single

layer potential, the Sommerfeld radiation condition is satisfied, and hence also (3.9) by

Lemma 3.3. Also, the unknown is a scalar function φ, whereas we have a scalar valued

boundary value, too, the normal component.

The jump formulas (2.22)-(2.24) imply that the traces from the exterior domain are

(∇× SΩsf)|+∂Ω = ∇× S∂Ωf +
1

2
n× f,

and

(SΩsf)|+∂Ω = S∂Ωf,

and so the condition for the normal component gives the boundary integral equation

g = n · u|+∂Ω = −Div(n× S∂Ωf) + kn · S∂Ωf,

or

−Div(n× S∂Ωn×∇Tφ) + kn · S∂Ωn×∇Tφ = g.(3.29)

Hence, if φ ∈ H1/2(∂Ω) satisfies the equation (3.29), then u defined by (3.28) gives the

solution for the Neumann boundary value problem (3.22).

Next, we want to show that (3.29) is solvable for g ∈ H1/2
0 (∂Ω). In fact, we show this

for a larger space

H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω) =

{
g ∈ H−1/2(∂Ω)

∣∣∣∣∣
〈
g, χ∂Ωj

〉
= 0 for each component Ωj

}
.(3.30)

Now

H−1/2(∂Ω) = H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω)⊕ span{χ∂Ω1} ⊕ . . .⊕ span{χ∂ΩN},
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where χ∂Ωj is the charasteristic function on the boundary component ∂Ωj, j = 1, . . . , N .

Note that H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω) and H

1/2
0 (∂Ω) have the same codimension N .

Simplify the notation by defining

Tφ = −Div(n× S∂Ωn×∇Tφ),(3.31)

and

Kφ = kn · S∂Ωn×∇Tφ.(3.32)

The boundary integral equation (3.29) can now be rewritten by

(T +K)φ = g.

Theorem 3.13 Suppose k2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue and k is not a Neumann eigen-

value for the curl in Ω. Suppose that each component of the boundary ∂Ω is simply

connected. Then

(T +K)φ = g,(3.33)

is uniquely solvable in H
1/2
0 (∂Ω) for g ∈ H−1/2

0 (∂Ω), and

u = (∇×+kI)S(n×∇Tφ)

is the unique solution of the Neumann boundary value problem of Beltrami fields in both

the interior and the exterior domain (choose S = SΩ, or S = SΩs, respectively) with

n · u|−∂Ω = g = n · u|+∂Ω.

Proof. We prove the following steps:

i) The operator

T +K : H1/2(∂Ω)→ H−1/2(∂Ω)

is a Fredholm operator with index zero.

ii) dim Ker(T +K) = N .

iii) R(T +K) ⊂ H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω).

iv) R(T +K) = H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω).

v) T +K is injective on H
1/2
0 (∂Ω).
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i) We will show that T +K is the sum of a coercive operator and a compact operator,

which proves the claim, see [29, Theorem 2.34]. The coercivity is with L2(∂Ω) acting as

a pivot space,

H1/2(∂Ω) ⊂ L2(∂Ω) ⊂ H−1/2(∂Ω).

Consider T and K as pseudodifferential operators. If a pseudodifferential operator is of

order m, then it maps the Sobolev space Hs to Hs−m, [43], and compactness can be

obtained from the Rellich theorem of compact imbeddings, [29].

Computing the principal parts is based on the following two properties. First, a

principal symbol of a pseudodifferential operator can be computed locally via a partition

of the unity since the non-local reminder term is smoothing. Second, it holds that

σpr(A ◦B) = σpr(A)σpr(B)

for the principal symbols of pseudodifferential operators A and B. We consider the local

coordinates in the form

ψ̃(x) = (x, ψ(x)) ∈ ∂Ω, x ∈ IR2,

around x = 0. We can assume

∇ψ(0) = 0.(3.34)

The principal part of the single layer in these coordinates is

(Sφ)pr(x) =
1

4π

∫

IR2

1

|x− y| φ̃(y)dy =

(
1

| · | ∗ φ̃
)

(x),

where φ is assumed to be supported near ψ̃(0) and φ̃ = φ ◦ ψ. Since for the Fourier

transform it holds that
1̂

| · | ∗ φ̃ =
1̂

| · | ·
̂̃
φ,

and the principal symbol of the single layer is

σ−1(S) =
1̂

| · | =
1

|ξ| , ξ ∈ IR2.(3.35)

The tangential gradient ∇T is in the local coordinates

∇T = g−1∇,

where

g = (gij), gij = ∂iψ̃ · ∂jψ̃,
is the fundamental matrix of the geometry, see [13] and [8]; so the principal symbol is

σ1(∇T ) = ig−1

(
ξ1

ξ2

)
, ξ ∈ IR2.(3.36)
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The surface divergence is

DivF =
1√
det(g)

∇ · (
√
det(g)F ) = ∇ · F +

1√
det(g)

∇(
√
det(g)) · F,

and so the principal symbol is

σ1(Div) = i
(
ξ1 ξ2

)
.(3.37)

Since we assumed (3.34), the symbol of n× is

σ0(n×) =

(
0 −1

1 0

)
.(3.38)

By (3.35)-(3.38), the principal symbol of T is

σpr(T ) = σ1(T ) = −i
(
ξ1 ξ2

)(0 −1

1 0

)
1

|ξ|

(
0 −1

1 0

)
ig−1

(
ξ1

ξ2

)
= −ξ

Tg−1ξ

|ξ| .

Now

ξTg−1ξ ≥ c|ξ|2

with global c > 0 because ∂Ω is smooth and compact. Hence, the principal part of −T is

strongly elliptic and of degree 1,

σ(−Tpr) ≥ c|ξ|,

and by G̊arding’s inequality [41] there exist C1 and C2 with

Re 〈−Tprφ, φ〉 ≥ C1‖φ‖2
H1/2(∂Ω) − C2‖φ‖2

L2(∂Ω),

that is, −T is coercive. Hence,

ind(T ) = 0.

The operator

K = kn · S∂Ωn×∇T

is of order 0, and so K is a compact mapping

K : H1/2(∂Ω)→ H1/2(∂Ω) ↪→ H−1/2(∂Ω).

Hence,

ind(T +K) = ind(T ) = 0.
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ii) Suppose

(T +K)φ = 0, φ ∈ H1/2(∂Ω),

and let

f = n×∇Tφ

as before. Now for u defined by the ansatz (3.28), it holds that

u = 0 in Ωs.

Note that the same ansatz (3.28) defines a Beltrami field also in the interior domain Ω, if

we just change SΩs to SΩ. The boundary value is now

u|−∂Ω = (∇× S∂Ω)f − 1

2
n× f + kS∂Ωf,

and so

n · u|−∂Ω = (T +K)φ = 0.(3.39)

Since k is not a Neumann eigenvalue for the interior boundary value problem

u = 0 in Ω.

But then,

0 = n× u|−∂Ω − n× u|+∂Ω = f = n×∇Tφ,

implying φ to be a constant on each ∂Ωj. Hence,

Ker(T +K) = span{χ∂Ω1} ⊕ . . .⊕ span{χ∂ΩN},(3.40)

and ii) holds.

iii) Since Tφ is a surface divergence of a tangential field for any φ ∈ H1/2(∂Ω),

〈
Tφ, χ∂Ωj

〉
=
〈
n× S∂Ωn×∇Tφ,∇Tχ∂Ωj

〉
= 0.

Also, 〈
Kφ, χ∂Ωj

〉
= k

∫

Ωj
∇ · SΩ(n×∇Tφ)dx,

and

∇ · SΩ(n×∇Tφ) = SΩDiv(n×∇Tφ) = 0.

Hence,

Kφ, Tφ ∈ H−1/2
0 (∂Ω)

with every φ ∈ H1/2(∂Ω), and so

R(T +K) ⊂ H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω).
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iv) By i) and ii) the codimension of R(T+K) is N . Since the codimension of H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω)

is N , the claim follows from iii).

v) By (3.40),

H
1/2
0 (∂Ω) ∩Ker(T +K) = {0},

from which the injectivity of T +K on H
1/2
0 (∂Ω) follows.

By iv) and v) the integral equation (3.33) is uniquely solvable in H
1/2
0 (∂Ω) for g ∈

H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω). The claim for u follows now from the computations before the theorem

and (3.39). �

Remark. Suppose we have the obstacle scattering case with incident field ui,

n · us = g

on ∂Ω with g = −n · ui. Now

us = (∇×+kI)SΩsf

and

ui = −(∇×+kI)SΩf

for

f = n×∇Tφ, φ = (T +K)−1g.

Hence, for the total field u = ui + us, the jump formulas imply

n× u|+∂Ω = n× ui|−∂Ω + n× us|+∂Ω = −f.

4 An inverse obstacle scattering problem for Beltra-

mi fields

The basic setting of the inverse obstacle scattering problem of Beltrami fields is similar

to the one of the acoustic case. Plane waves

ui(x, ξ, q) =
(
−(ξ×)2q + iξ × q

)
eikξ·x, ξ ∈ S2, q ∈ IR3,

are used as the incident fields, and the far fields us∞ of the scattered fields us are measured.

The boundary condition for an obstacle is the Neumann boundary condition, the normal

component of the total field vanishes,

n · u|∂Ω = 0, u = ui + us.

We always assume that k2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue for the Laplacian in Ω and

that k is not a Neumann eigenvalue for ∇× in Ω.
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Inverse Obstacle Scattering Problem for Beltrami Fields Given the far field

pattern us∞(·, ξ, q) for each incoming plane wave ui(·, ξ, q), with all ξ ∈ S2 and all q ∈ IR3,

and assuming that the scatterer is an obstacle, determine the scatterer Ω.

Let Ω satisfy the conditions for the unique solvability of the exterior Neumann bound-

ary value problem, Theorem 3.13. Then, for each incoming plane wave, there always

exists the unique scattered field, and, therefore, the inverse problem is well defined in this

sense. Since the far field depends linearly on the polarization, it is sufficient to know the

far field pattern for three linearly independent polarization vectors q.

We will follow the ideas of the acoustic inverse scattering problem for solving the

Beltrami field case. First, we prove that the far field data determines the scatterer. Then

we show that the singular sources method can be applied for reconstructing the scatterer,

and, in particular, we derive the indicator function of type (2.44) for the Beltrami field

obstacle scattering case.

The main building blocks that are needed for proving the solvability of the inverse

problem are

• a Beltrami field with a singular source term,

• Herglotz waves for Beltrami fields, and

• a Neumann-to-far-field mapping G that sends the Neumann boundary values of

radiating exterior solutions to the corresponding far field patterns.

For the singular sources method we also need

• the mixed reciprocity relation connecting plane waves and singular sources.

4.1 Uniqueness of the inverse obstacle scattering problem

4.1.1 A singular Beltrami field

In this section, we introduce a radiating Beltrami field that is singular at one point. We

obtain a reciprocity relation and discuss the mirror image principle.

Motivated by the representation formula (3.21), we define

Ψz,p(x) =
1

k
(∇x×)2 [Φz(x)p] +∇x × [Φz(x)p] , x, z ∈ IR3, p ∈ C3.(4.1)

Note that the representation formula (3.21) can be rewritten with the function Ψz,p also

as

x ∈ Ω : 0

x ∈ Ωs : us(x)

}
=

∫

∂Ω
Ψy,n×us(y)(x)dS(y).(4.2)

Since

(∇×)2[Φzp] = ∇∇ · [Φzp] + k2Φzp+ δzp,
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we get

∇×Ψz,p = k∇× [Φzp] + (∇×)2[Φzp] +
1

k
∇× (δzp) = kΨz,p +

1

k
∇× (δzp),

and so, by Lemma 3.3, Ψz,p is the radiating Beltrami field with source term

1

k
∇× (δzp).

Call point z the singularity point and p the polarization vector.

For x 6= z, denote

ξ = ξ(x, z) =
x− z
|x− z| , s = |x− z|.

Then

Φz(x) = g(s)

with

g(s) =
1

4π

eiks

s
,

and Ψz,p can be rewritten for x 6= z as

Ψz,p(x) =
1

ks
(sg′′(s)− g′(s)) ξξ · p+

(
kg(s) +

1

ks
g′(s)

)
p+ g′(s)ξ × p.(4.3)

Since

ξ(z, x) = −ξ(x, z),

we get the reciprocity relation

q ·Ψx,p(z) = p ·Ψz,q(x).(4.4)

Denote by Ψs
z,p the radiating Beltrami field that is scattered from the obstacle Ω with

incident field Ψz,p, z ∈ Ωs,

n · (Ψs
z,p + Ψz,p) = 0 on ∂Ω.

Let n ∈ S2 be fixed and consider scattering from the plane Tn,

Tn = {x | n · x = 0 }.

Suppose z is in the positive half-space, zn = n · z > 0.

First, let the polarization be p = n. Then

n ·Ψz,n(x) =
1

ks
(sg′′(s)− g′(s)) (ξ · n)2 + kg(s) +

1

ks
g′(s).

If

Jz = −(n×)2z − znn
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is the mirror point with respect to the plane Tn, then for x ∈ Tn,

n ·ΨJz,n(x) = n ·Ψz,n(x).

Moreover, since ΨJz,n solves the Beltrami equation in the positive half-space, we get the

mirror image principle,

Ψs
z,n(x) = ΨJz,−n(x).(4.5)

When computing an estimate for n ·Ψs
Jz,n(z), we note that

ξ = ξ(z, Jz) = n

and

s = |z − Jz| = 2zn,

and hence we get

n ·Ψs
z,n(z) = n ·ΨJz,−n(z) = −1

k
g′′(s)− kg(s) = −g(s)

2

ks2
(1− is).

Hence,

|n ·Ψs
z,n(z)| ∼ 1

z3
n

as zn → 0.(4.6)

For general surfaces, consider the reminder function

uh = Ψs
z,nx −ΨJz,nx , x ∈ ∂Ω, z = x+ hnx.

We show that

sup |uh| ≤ C
1

h2+α

with α < 1, and so, the singularity estimate (4.6) holds also in this case: Consider the

local coordinates y = (y′, ψ(y′)) as in the proof of Theorem 3.13. Let

gh(y) = n(y) · (Ψz,n0(y)−ΨJz,n0(y))

be the boundary value of the reminder. Fix α, 0 < α < 1. A straight-forward but rather

long computation7 shows

|h2+α[gh(y1)− gh(y2)]| ≤ C|y1 − y2|α,
7Use expression (4.3). The key is that for s = |y − z|, Js = |y − Jz|, it holds

∣∣∣∣
1

sn
− 1

Jsn

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C
1

sn−1
.
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where the constant C does not depend on h. Hence, h2+αgh ∈ C0,α(∂Ω) with

‖h2+αgh‖0,α ≤ C,

where C0,α(∂Ω) is the Hölder space with norm ‖ · ‖0,α. Since the pseudo-differential

operators act between the Hölder spaces as with the Sobolev spaces, [42, p. 268], and

(T +K)−1 is of degree −1 by the proof of Theorem 3.13,

φh = (T +K)−1(h2+αgh) ∈ C1,α(∂Ω),

and

‖φh‖1,α ≤ C‖h2+αgh‖0,α ≤ C.

By [13, Theorem 6.12],

h2+αuh = (∇× SΩs + kI) (n×∇Tφh) ∈ C0,α(R3 \ Ω)

with

‖h2+αuh||0,α ≤ C||φh||1,α ≤ C.

This proves the claim.

For a tangential source polarization p,

n · p = 0,

the situation is more complicated. Now

n ·Ψz,p(x) =
1

ks
(sg′′(s)− g′(s)) (n · ξ)(ξT · p) + g′(s)(n× ξT ) · p,(4.7)

where

ξT = −(n×)2ξ.

When z is replaced by Jz, then the sign of n · ξ changes, but this appears only in the first

term of (4.7). Hence, as in the plane wave case (3.27), p should be replaced by

p̃ = (p · ξ̂T )ξ̂T − p · (n× ξ̂T )(n× ξ̂T ).(4.8)

Then ΨJz,p̃(x), defined by (4.3) with p replaced by p̃ and ξ with Jξ, satisfies the boundary

condition. However, now also p̃ = p̃(x) depends on x, and it turns out that the function

v(x) = ΨJz,p̃(x)(x)

does not satisfy the Beltrami equation.

As a summary, we have a mirror image principle for a normal polarization but not for

a tangential polarization. This is the reason why we need to have all polarizations q in

the inverse obstacle scattering problem instead of just one polarization to guarantee that

some of the polarizations are normal to the boundary point that we are approaching.
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4.1.2 Herglotz waves

Define the Herglotz-Beltrami field by

Ug(x) =
∫

S2
ui(x, ξ, g(ξ))dS(ξ), g ∈ L2(S2)3,(4.9)

where ui is the plane wave

ui(x, ξ, p) =
(
−(ξ×)2p+ iξ × p

)
eikξ·x.

Lemma 4.1 Suppose k2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of Ω. Let z ∈ Ωs and p ∈ C3

be fixed. The function Ψz,p and its derivatives can be approximated uniformly in Ω by

Herglotz-Beltrami fields, and one has the estimate

sup
x∈Ω

|∂α(Ψz,p − kU(pf))(x)| ≤ CAz ,α‖Φz −Hf‖L2(∂Az), f ∈ L2(S2),

where Az is an approximation domain and Hf is the scalar Herglotz wave function. The

constant CAz ,α depends on distance as

CAz ,α ≤ Cd(∂Az,Ω)−|α|−4.

Proof. Since

(
−(ξ×)2p+ iξ × p

)
eikξ·x =

1

k

[
1

k
(∇×)2

(
eikx·ξp

)
+∇×

(
eikx·ξp

)]
,

we can rewrite

kU(pf)(x) =
(

1

k
(∇×)2 +∇×

)
(pvf )(x),(4.10)

where vf is the scalar Herglotz wave function with scalar density f ,

vf (x) =
∫

S2
eikx·ξf(ξ)dS(ξ).

Hence,

Ψz,p − kU(pf) =
(

1

k
(∇×)2 +∇×

)
(p(Φz − vf )).

Now, the claim follows by applying Lemma 2.3 for K = Ω and Ω = Az with the differential

operator

∂α
(

1

k
(∇×)2 +∇×

)
(p · )

operating on the function Φz − vf . �

Remark. By the density of the scalar Herglotz waves (Lemma 2.2) there are fm ∈ L2(S2)

such that

‖Hfm − Φz‖L2(Az) → 0
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as m → ∞. Hence, the singular field Ψz can be approximated in Ω by the Herglotz-

Beltrami fields when z ∈ Ωs.

There is a close connection between the far fields of radiating Beltrami fields us, the

L2-adjoints of Herglotz-Beltrami waves and the incoming plane waves. Let U∂Ωf be a

Herglotz-Beltrami field on ∂Ω,

U∂Ωf = (Uf)|∂Ω, f ∈ L2(S2)3.(4.11)

Since ∫

∂Ω
g(x) ·

∫

S2
ui(x, ξ, f(ξ))dS(ξ)dS(x)

=
∫

S2
f(ξ) ·

(
−(ξ×)2 + iξ×

) ∫

∂Ω
e−ikx·ξg(x)dS(x)dS(ξ),

for f ∈ L2(S2)3, g ∈ L2(∂Ω)3, we see that the L2-adjoint of U∂Ω is

U∗∂Ωg(ξ) =
(
−(ξ×)2 + i(ξ×)

) ∫

∂Ω
e−ikx·ξg(x)dS(x), g ∈ L2(∂Ω)3.(4.12)

Lemma 4.2 Let us be a radiating Beltrami field in Ωs. Then

us∞(x̂) = kU ∗∂Ω(n× us)(x),

and

p · us∞(x̂) = k
∫

∂Ω
ui(y,−x̂, p) · (n× us)(y)dS(y).

Proof. Recall that the far field of the single layer potential is

S∞φ(ξ) =
∫

∂Ω
e−ikξ·xφ(x)dS(x).

By (3.6), the far field of Ψz,p is

Ψz,p,∞(x̂) = k(−(x̂×)2 + ix̂×)(e−ikx̂·zp).

By combining this with the representation formula (4.2), we get

us∞(x̂) =
∫

∂Ω
Ψy,n×us(y),∞(x̂)dS(y)

= k
∫

∂Ω
(−(x̂×)2 + ix̂×)[e−ikx̂·y(n× us)(y)]dS(y),

which proves the first formula.

The second formula follows from the previous calculation,

p · us∞(x̂) = k
∫

∂Ω
p · [−(−x̂×)2 + i(−x̂×)]T [eik(−x̂)·y(n× us)(y)]dS(y)

= k
∫

∂Ω

[
(−(−x̂×)2 + i(−x̂×))(eik(−x̂)·yp)

]
· (n× us)(y)dS(y).

�
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4.1.3 Neumann-to-far-field mapping

Define the Neumann-to-far-field mapping G as the operator that maps the normal bound-

ary component of a radiating Beltrami field to the corresponding far field pattern,

G : g = n · us 7→ us∞.

Lemma 4.3 The Neumann-to-far-field mapping G is bounded from H
1/2
0 (∂Ω) to L2

T (S2),

and

Gg = kU ∗∂Ωf,(4.13)

where

f = (n×∇T )(T +K)−1g, g = n · us.

Proof. Let us be a radiating solution with g = n · us on the boundary ∂Ω. By Theorem

3.13,

us = (∇×+kI)SΩsf,

with

f = (n×∇T )(T +K)−1g,

and hence, by (3.6),

(Gg)(x̂) = us∞(x̂) = k(I + ix̂×)S∞f(x̂).

But

x̂ · us∞(x̂) = 0

again by (3.6), since

∇ · us = 0,

and so

(I + ix̂×)S∞f = (−(x̂×)2 + ix̂×)S∞f,

and

Gg = kU ∗∂Ωf.

The boundedness follows from the boundedness of the operators

H1/2(∂Ω) ↪→ H−1/2(∂Ω),

(T +K)−1 : H
−1/2
0 (∂Ω)→ H1/2(∂Ω),

n×∇TS∂Ω : H1/2(∂Ω)→ TH−1/2(∂Ω),

(−(x̂×)2 + ix̂×)S∞ : TH−1/2(∂Ω)→ L2
T (S2).

�
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4.1.4 The uniqueness result

Now, we have the building blocks for proving the solvability for the inverse problem. The

proof itself very much follows the proof of the corresponding acoustic result.

Theorem 4.4 The data of the inverse obstacle scattering problem for Beltrami fields

determines Ω uniquely.

Proof. As in the acoustic case, suppose that the far field patterns of the incident Bel-

trami plane waves for the obstacles Ω1 and Ω2 coincide. Denote by Gj the corresponding

Neumann-to-far-field mappings, j = 1, 2. Again, let E be the unbounded component of

the exterior IR3 \ (Ω1 ∪ Ω2), and fix z ∈ E for a while. We will show that if Ψs
z,p,j is the

radiating solution for




∇×Ψs

z,p,j = kΨs
z,p,j in Ωs

j ,

n ·Ψs
z,p,j = −n ·Ψz,p on ∂Ωj,

(4.14)

j = 1, 2, then

Ψs
z,p,1 = Ψs

z,p,2 in E.

By the density result, Lemma 4.1, there are gm ∈ L2(S2), m = 1, 2, . . . , such that

Herglotz-Beltrami fields

U(gmp)→ Ψz,p

uniformly in Ω1 ∪ Ω2. By the continuity of Gj, Lemma 4.3,

Ψs
z,p,j,∞ = −Gj(n ·Ψz,p) = − lim

m
Gj(n · U(gmp)) = lim

m

∫

S2
us∞,j(·, ξ, gm(ξ)p)dS(ξ).

But

us∞,1(·, ξ, gm(ξ)p) = us∞,2(·, ξ, gm(ξ)p)

by the assumption, and so

Ψs
z,p,1,∞ = Ψs

z,p,2,∞.

By Rellich’s Lemma, Lemma 2.1,

Ψs
z,p,1 = Ψs

z,p,2 in E.

Suppose that Ω1 6= Ω2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there is

z0 ∈ (∂Ω1 ∩ ∂E) \ ∂Ω2, and let z ∈ E tend to z0 so that the distance d(z,Ω2) stays

bounded below by some positive constant. Now, for p = n = n(z0),

|n ·Ψs
z,p,1(z)| → ∞ as z → z0

by the mirror image principle, while |n ·Ψs
z,p,2(z)| stays bounded, since the boundary value

n ·Ψz,n stays bounded on ∂Ω2 in z. This contradicts with Ψs
z,p,1 = Ψs

z,p,2 in E, and hence

Ω1 = Ω2. �
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4.2 Singular sources method for Beltrami fields

The main goal of this chapter is to obtain an indicator function of type (2.44) for the

inverse Beltrami fields obstacle scattering problem.

4.2.1 Mixed reciprocity

Lemma 4.5 Suppose each component of ∂Ω is simply connected. Suppose vi and wi are

Beltrami fields in a neighbourhood of Ω, and let vs and ws be radiating Beltrami fields

with the Neumann boundary condition,

n · (vi + vs)|∂Ω = 0 = n · (wi + ws)|∂Ω.

Denote

v = vi + vs, w = wi + ws,

the total fields. Then the following equalities hold:

∫

∂Ω
(n× vi) · widS = 0,(4.15)

∫

∂Ω
(n× vs) · wsdS = 0,(4.16)

∫

∂Ω
(n× v) · wdS = 0,(4.17)

∫

∂Ω
(n× vi) · wsdS =

∫

∂Ω
(vs) · (n× wi)dS.(4.18)

Remark. Before proving the lemma, we remark that it is important not to have the

complex conjugate in (4.16). Namely, by Lemma 3.8, the right-hand side would be non-

zero for non-trivial ws = vs if we had the complex conjugate. Note also that vs solves

still the Beltrami equation but not the radiation condition.

Proof. The first equation (4.15) follows as

∫

∂Ω
(n× vi) · widS =

∫

Ω
(∇× vi) · widx−

∫

Ω
vi · (∇× wi)dx

=
∫

Ω

(
kvi · wi − vi · (kwi)

)
dx

= 0.

For (4.16), apply (4.15) with ΩR = B(0, R) \ Ω to get

∫

∂Ω
(n× vs) · wsdS =

∫

∂B(0,R)
(x̂× vs) · wsdS(x).

Since

(x̂× vs) · ws = −vs · (x̂× ws),
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we get

x̂× vs · ws =
1

2
((x̂× vs) · ws − vs · (x̂× ws))

=
1

2
((x̂× vs + ivs) · ws − vs · (x̂× ws + iws))

= o
(

1

R2

)

by the radiation condition as R = |x| → ∞. Hence, (4.16) holds.

For the equation (4.17), the Neumann boundary conditions for v and w imply

Div(n× v) = 0 and Div(n× w) = 0,

and so there exist potentials ψ and φ with

v = ∇Tψ, w = ∇Tφ.

Here we need the topological assumption of ∂Ω. Now,

∫

∂Ω
(n× v) · wdS =

∫

∂Ω
(n×∇Tψ) · ∇TφdS

=
∫

∂Ω
Div(φ(n×∇Tψ))dS −

∫

∂Ω
φDiv(n×∇Tψ)dS

= 0,

because ∂(∂Ω) = ∅ and Div(n×∇T ) = 0.

The last equation (4.18) follows by applying (4.15) - (4.17) to

(n× v) · w = (n× vi) · wi + (n× vi) · ws + (n× vs) · wi + (n× vs) · ws.

�

The mixed reciprocity relation relates the scattered fields of the plane waves and of

the singular sources. The formula (4.18) together with the representation formula and

the relation between the radiating solutions and Beltrami plane waves in Lemma 4.2 are

the key for the mixed reciprocity relation.

Theorem 4.6 (Mixed reciprocity) Suppose each component of ∂Ω is simply connected.

Then we have

p ·Ψs
z,q,∞(ξ) = kq · us(z,−ξ, p),(4.19)

where z ∈ Ωs, ξ ∈ S2 and p, q ∈ IR3.
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Proof. First, if vs is a radiating Beltrami field in the exterior domain Ωs, then by the

representation formula (4.2) and reciprocity (4.4),

p · vs(x) =
∫

∂Ω
p ·Ψy,n×vs(y)(x)dS(y) =

∫

∂Ω
(n× vs(y)) ·Ψx,p(y)dS(y)

for x ∈ Ωs. Now, apply Lemma 4.2 with us = Ψs
z,p and the formula (4.18) to get

pTΨs
z,q,∞(ξ) = k

∫

∂Ω
ui(y,−ξ, p) · (n×Ψs

z,q)(y)dS(y)

= k
∫

∂Ω
(n× us(y,−ξ, p)) ·Ψz,q(y)dS(y)

= kq · us(z,−ξ, p).

�

4.2.2 Approximating fields

Theorem 4.7 Let z ∈ Ωs and let Az be an approximation domain. Define

E(F,G) =
∫

S2
G(ξ) · U s

∞(F )(−ξ)dS(ξ), F,G ∈ L2(S2)3,(4.20)

where U s(F ) is the scattered Beltrami field of the Herglotz-Beltrami field U(F ). Then

|E(fq, gp)− q · U s(gp)(z)| ≤ C‖g‖L2(S2)‖Hf − Φz‖L2(∂Az),(4.21)

where f, g ∈ L2(S2), p, q ∈ S2, and Hf is the scalar Herglotz wave on ∂Az. The constant

C = CAz depends on the distance d(∂Az,Ω) as

CAz ≤ Cd(∂Az,Ω)−5.

Proof. By the mixed reciprocity formula (4.19)

kq · U s(gp)(z) =
∫

S2
kq · us(z, ξ, p)g(ξ)dS(ξ)

=
∫

S2
p ·Ψs

z,q,∞(−ξ)g(ξ)dS(ξ),

and so

|kE(fq, gp)− kq · U s(gp)(z)| =
∣∣∣∣
∫

S2
g(ξ)p ·

(
kU s
∞(fq)−Ψs

z,q,∞
)

(−ξ)dS(ξ)
∣∣∣∣

≤ ‖g‖L2(S2)‖kU s
∞(fq)−Ψs

z,q,∞‖L2(S2).

The last term can be estimated with the Neumann-to-far-field mapping,

‖kU s
∞(fq)−Ψs

z,q,∞‖L2(S2) =
∣∣∣
∣∣∣G
(
kn · U s(fq)− n ·Ψs

z,q

) ∣∣∣
∣∣∣
L2(S2)

=
∣∣∣
∣∣∣G (kn · U(fq)− n ·Ψz,q)

∣∣∣
∣∣∣
L2(S2)

= ‖G‖H1/2→L2‖kn · U(fq)− n ·Ψz,q‖H1/2(∂Ω),
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and by Lemma 4.1,

‖kn · U(fq)− n ·Ψz,q‖H1/2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖kU(fq)−Ψz,q‖H1(Ω) ≤ CAz‖Hf − Φz‖L2(∂Az),

where

CAz ≤ Cd(∂Az,Ω)−5.

This proves the theorem. �

Remark. If f and g are given scalar valued functions, E(fq, gp) can be computed from

the far field data,

E(fq, gp) =
∫

S2
g(ξ)p ·

∫

S2
us∞(−ξ, η, q)f(η)dS(η)dS(ξ).

Corollary 4.8 Let z ∈ Ωs and ε > 0. If fm ∈ L2(S2) are such that

Hfm → Φz in L2(∂Az),

then

E(fmq, gp) → q · U s(gp)(z),(4.22)

for p, q ∈ S2, g ∈ L2(S2), and

lim
k→∞

(
lim
m→∞E(fmq, fkp)

)
= lim

k→∞
q · U s(fkp)(z) = q ·Ψs

z,p(z).(4.23)

Proof. The first limit (4.22) is clear by Theorem 4.7.

By Lemma 2.3,
∣∣∣Ψs

z,p(z)− U s(fkp)(z)
∣∣∣ ≤ Cd(z,∂Ω)‖Ψs

z,p−U s(fkp)‖L2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖n ·Ψs
z,p−n ·U s(fkp)‖H1/2(∂Ω),

since the tangential component of a scattered Beltrami field depends continuously on the

normal component by Theorem 3.13. As in the proof of the previous theorem,

‖n ·Ψs
z,p − n · U s(fkp)‖H1/2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖Hfk − Φz‖L2(∂Az).

This proves the claim since Hfk → Φz in L2(∂Az). �

Define

I(z) = sup
p∈S2

∣∣∣p ·Ψs
z,p(z)

∣∣∣ , z ∈ Ωs.(4.24)

This will be the indicator function for the inverse obstacle scattering problem. By the

previous corollary,

lim
k→∞

(
lim
m→∞E(fmp, fkp)

)
= p ·Ψs

z,p(z).
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If f = g = fm, the estimate (4.21) takes the form

|q ·Ψs
z,q(z)− E(fmq, fmp)| ≤ C‖fm‖L2(S2)‖Hfm − Φz‖L2(∂Az).

But for this we do not have control in general. When ‖Hfm − Φz‖ becomes small, the

norm ‖fm‖ usually grows. This is the reason why we had to fix fk first.

Corollary 4.9 Let δ > 0. There is a bound Mδ > 0 such that

I(z) ≤Mδ

for z ∈ Ωs with d(z, ∂Ω) > δ. For z0 ∈ ∂Ω,

lim
z→z0

I(z) =∞, z ∈ Ωs.

Proof. By continuity,

Mδ = sup
d(z,∂Ω)>δ

sup
p∈S2

∣∣∣p ·Ψs
z,p(z)

∣∣∣

is bounded. Let z0 ∈ ∂Ω. If Pz is the normal projection of z onto ∂Ω for z close to z0,

then by the mirror image principle (4.6)

I(z) = sup
p∈S2

∣∣∣p ·Ψs
z,p(z)

∣∣∣ ≥
∣∣∣n(Pz) ·Ψs

z,n(Pz)(z)
∣∣∣ ≥ C(Pz)|zn|−3

with zn = z − Pz. Because constant C(Pz) depends continuously of the boundary, it is

bounded below C(Pz) ≥ C > 0 in a neighbourhood of z0. This proves the claim. �

4.2.3 Translating the singularity point

Next, we deduce the formulas explaining how the Herglotz density should be changed

when the approximation domain is rotated and translated. This can be found in [36], but

we present it here for the sake of completeness. If the approximation domain for each z

can be chosen by a translation and a rotation, then the limits in (4.24) are uniform in a

computional domain; see below.

Let M be a real and unitary 3× 3 -matrix. Define

RMf(ξ) = f(Mξ).

We show that if f0 is a regularized solution for

H∂A0f = Φ0,

then RMT f0 is a regularized solution for

H∂(MA0)f = Φ0.
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Since
∫

S2
eik(Mx)·ξf(ξ)dS(ξ) =

∫

S2
eikMx·Mηf(Mη)dS(η) = H∂A0(RMf)(x), x ∈ ∂A0,

it holds that for y = Mx ∈ ∂(MA0),

H∂(MA0)(RMT f)(y) =
∫

S2
eik(Mx)·ξRMT f(ξ)dS(ξ)

= H∂A0(RMRMT f)(x)

= H∂A0f(x).

Moreover,

Φ0(y) = Φ0(Mx) = Φ0(x),

so RMT f0 is a regularized solution for

H∂(MA0)f = Φ0.

For translations, define

τz(x) = x+ z,

and

ez(ξ) = eikz·ξ,

which is a bounded function on S2. Then, for y = x+ z ∈ τz∂A0 = ∂A0 + z, it holds that

H∂(τzA0)(e−zf)(y) =
∫

S2
eik(x+z)·ξe−z(ξ)f(ξ)dS(ξ)

= H∂A0f(x).

Since also

Φz(y) = Φz(x+ z) = Φ0(x),

the function e−zf0 is a regularized solution for

H∂(τzA0)f = Φz.

Now, if the domain

Az = τzMA0(4.25)

is a rotated and translated domain (in this order) and if f0 is a regularized solution for

H∂A0f = Φ0,

then

fz = τ−zRMT f0(4.26)
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is a regularized solution for

H∂Azf = Φz

with

‖H∂Azfz − Φz‖L2(∂Az) = ‖H∂A0f0 − Φ0‖L2(∂A0)

and

‖fz‖L2(S2) = ‖f0‖L2(S2).

Thus, we want to choose the approximation domain Az for each z ∈ Ωs so that it is

of the form (4.25) with some rotation matrix M(z). Of course, this is impossible for all

z ∈ Ωs, since A0 is bounded and Az has to contain Ω, and therefore, we need to restrict

points z to some bounded computational domain D. For example,

D = [−R,R]× [−R,R]× [−R,R] ⊂ IR3

with some R > 0. Note that this is not any real restriction since some bounded computa-

tional domain is always chosen in this kind of problems. Call Ω approximable with A0 in

D, if for every z ∈ D \ Ω with d(z, ∂Ω) ≥ d(0, ∂A0) there exists a rotation matrix M(z)

such that

Az = τzM(z)A0

is an approximation domain. This sets some requirements for the shape of the scatterer

that depend on the shape of the base approximation domain A0. The next theorem states

that for an approximable domain Ω, the indicator function can be approximated uniformly

in a strict exterior domain.

Theorem 4.10 Let ρ > 0 and denote

Ωρ = { x ∈ IR3 | d(x,Ω) < ρ }.

Suppose that Ωρ is approximable by A0 in a computational domain D. Let fm ∈ L2(S2)

be such that

H∂A0fm → Φ0

in L2(∂A0). Define

fz,m = τ−zRM(z)T fm.

Then, for every ρ > 0,

lim
k

(
lim
m
E(fm,zq, fk,zp)

)
= p ·Ψs

z,p(z)

uniformly in D \ Ωρ.
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Proof. That Ωρ is approximable by A0 in D means that

d(∂Az, ∂Ω) ≥ ρ

for each approximation domain Az, z ∈ D \Ωρ. Let z ∈ D \ Ωρ. By (4.21) and the proof

of Corollary 4.8,
∣∣∣q ·Ψs

z,p(z)− E(fz,mq, fz,kp)
∣∣∣

≤
∣∣∣q ·Ψs

z,p(z)− q · U s(fz,kp)(z)
∣∣∣+

∣∣∣q · U s(fz,kp)(z)− E(fz,mq, fz,kp)
∣∣∣

≤ Cd(∂Az ,∂Ω)‖Hfz,k − Φz‖L2(∂Az) + Cd(∂Az ,∂Ω)‖fz,k‖L2(S2))‖Hfz,m − Φz‖L2(∂Az)

≤ Cρ‖Hfk − Φ0‖L2(∂A0) + Cρ‖fk‖L2(S2)‖Hfm − Φ0‖L2(∂A0),

where the last expression does not depend on z. �

5 Numerical experiments

In this section, we explain the numerical methods and present some examples. First,

in Section 5.1, we describe the forward far field solver which computes the far field of

the scattered field when an incident field is given. Then, in Section 5.2, we consider the

implementation of the inverse problem. Finally, we give some test examples and discuss

the results. All examples are computed with MATLAB.

5.1 The far field solver

The far field solver computes the far field

us∞(·, η, p)

on S2 when an incident plane wave

ui(·, η, p), η ∈ S2, p ∈ IR3,

is given and the boundary of the obstacle is discretized. The solver consists of two steps.

First, we solve the boundary integral equation of Theorem 3.13 with

g = −n · ui(·, η, p)

to get

φ = (T +K)−1g,

or

f = (n×∇T )(T +K)−1g.

The second step is to compute the integral operator U ∗∂Ω (see Lemma 4.3) to get the far

field

us∞(ξ, η, p) = kU ∗∂Ωf.
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u sg = n  u su i

Neumann
to

. 8

Boundary
integral
equation far field mapping

Figure 5: Scheme of the far field solver.

5.1.1 Discretized obstacles and boundary functions

An obstacle Ω is described by defining a triangularization of the boundary ∂Ω. Fix a

finite number of points xj ∈ ∂Ω, j = 1, . . . , Nx, and define triangles (elements) Ei ⊂ ∂Ω,

i = 1, . . . , NE, with points xj’s as their nodes. As open sets,

Ei ∩ Ej = ∅

for i 6= j, and with closures,

∪iEi = ∂Ω.

The sides of two elements have to match along the whole side if at all.

In practice, we define the obstacles via a triangularization. First, we compute a

triangularization for the surface S2. The triangularization is described by a 3×Nx node

matrix X and a 3×NE element matrix E. The node matrix consists of the node points

on S2,

X:,j = xj ∈ IR3,

and of the element matrix E,

E:,i = node indices of the corners of element Ei.

To get an obstacle with a different shape, we transform the S2 surface nodes xj with a

suitable mapping, while keeping the element matrix E unchanged. Now, the obstacle is

defined by

∂Ω = ∪iEi.(5.1)

This is a single-component obstacle with a piecewise linear boundary. A multi-component

obstacle can be obtained by attaching node and element matrices of disjoint single-

component obstacles.

On the boundary ∂Ω, we have to define scalar functions φ and tangential vector fields

of type

n×∇Tφ.
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For the scalar functions, define the standard linear basis functions. Denote by φj the basis

function which is associated to the node xj and which is linear in each element,

φj(xi) =





1, j = i,

0, j 6= i.
(5.2)

The functions φj span piecewise linear and continuous functions on the triangularization.

To represent approximations for the prescribed tangential fields, define

ψj = n×∇Tφj.(5.3)

Since the unit outer normal n and ∇Tφj are well defined on each element, ψj is well

defined separately on each element, on which it is a constant vector.

Discretization sets a limit on how rapidly changing functions we are able to give

reasonable approximations. Hence, the discretization has to be proportional to the wave

length so that the waves of this length and with limited amplitudes can be represented in

the discretization. Note that when computing simulated data for the inverse problem, all

incident fields are plane waves for which the amplitudes are bounded by

| − (ξ×)2p+ iξ × p| ≤
√

2|p|.

5.1.2 Solving the boundary integral equation

System matrix The aim is to solve the equation (3.29). We write the numerical equa-

tion for

f = n×∇φ,
for which the boundary integral equation is

−Div(n× S∂Ωf) + kn · S∂Ωf = g.

Approximate

f =
Nx∑

i=1

fiψi,

where coefficients fi ∈ C are the unknown variables to be solved and ψi are defined by

(5.3). By using the functions φj (see (5.2)) as test functions, we get

∫

∂Ω
(n× S∂Ωf) · ∇TφjdS + k

∫

∂Ω
φjn · S∂ΩfdS =

∫

∂Ω
φjgdS,

or

−
∫

∂Ω
S∂Ωf · ψjdS + k

∫

∂Ω
φjn · S∂ΩfdS =

∫

∂Ω
φjgdS.

This can be written in a matrix form,

MF = G,(5.4)
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where

F = (fi)
Nx
i=1

are the coefficients of the function f ,

Gj =
∫

∂Ω
φjgdS, j = 1, . . . , Nx,

and the entries of the system matrix are

Mji = −
∫

∂Ω
ψj · S∂ΩψidS + k

∫

∂Ω
φjn · S∂ΩψidS.

Note that M is a full Nx ×Nx square matrix.

Invertibility The matrix equation (5.4) is not invertible since we have not taken into

account the kernel of the operator T +K of (3.29) but approximated the equation so far

just in whole H1/2(∂Ω). By Theorem 3.13 and its proof, the kernel is spanned by the

characteristic functions of the boundary components. Let F α = (F α
i ) be associated to the

component ∂Ωα of the boundary ∂Ω,

F α
i =





1, xi ∈ ∂Ωα

0, otherwise.

Now,
Nx∑

i=1

F α
i ψi =

Nx∑

i=1

n×∇T (F α
i φi) = n×∇Tχ∂Ωα = 0,

and so

MF α = 0.

Hence, let m be the number of the components of ∂Ω. Now, the equation (5.4) can be

inverted by taking the singular value decomposition,

M = U ′diag(s)V, s = (s1, . . . , sNx),

where s1 ≥ s2 ≥ . . . ≥ sNx ≥ 0, and U, V are orthonormal matrices, and computing the

pseudoinverse

M+ = V ′diag(s+)U,

where

s+ = (1/s1, 1/s2, . . . , 1/sNx−m, 0, . . . , 0).

The solution coefficients are then

F = M+G.

Note that one needs to compute the pseudoinverse only once, and thereafter coefficients F

for each incoming plane wave can be computed just by one matrix-vector multiplication,

provided the corresponding Gj’s are computed.
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Computing integrals The expressions for Gj and Mji involve integrals that are com-

puted numerically as follows. An integral over the boundary ∂Ω is the sum of integrals

over the surface elements, ∫

∂Ω
=
∑

i

∫

Ei
.

For Gj we use the one-point approximation

∫

Ei
φjgdS ≈ Aiφj(yi)g(yi),

where yi is the midpoint of the element Ei,

yi =
xE(1,i) + xE(2,i) + xE(3,i)

3
,

and Ai is the area of the element i. Note that φj(yi) = 1/3 at the midpoint yi if yi ∈
supp(φj) and zero otherwise.

The exterior integrals for Mji are also computed with the one-point approximation.

For this, we need the value (S∂Ωψi)(ym) at each midpoint ym of the element Em, m =

1, . . . , NE, which is a singular integral. Since ψi is a constant vector on each element,

(S∂Ωψi)(ym) =
∑

`

∫

E`

ΦymψidS =
∑

`

ψi(E`)
∫

E`

ΦymdS.

The value for

Sm` =
∫

E`

ΦymdS

is computed numerically. If y`α are the integral points in E` and w`α the corresponding

integral weights, ∑

α

w`α = A`,

we approximate ∫

E`

ΦymdS ≈
∑

α

w`αΦym(y`α).

The number and location of the integral points on E` vary depending on the distance

between the singularity point ym and the element. When ` = m, the integral is singular,

and we set the integral points like polar coordinates around the singularity point yi.

If ` 6= m but E` is close to ym, the number of the integral points is high. When E`

is far from ym, we use a smaller number of integral points (one). See Figure 6 for an

example of distributing points y`α for the single layer integral. Finally, Mji with one-point

approximation is

Mji ≈
∑

m,`

(−ψj(Em) · ψi(E`) + kφj(ym)n(Em) · ψi(E`))Sm`Am.
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5.1.3 The far field

When the discretized solution f for

−Div(n× Sf) + kn · Sf = g

is given by

f =
Nx∑

j=1

fjψj,

the far field is the adjoint Herglotz-Beltrami wave kU ∗∂Ωf , see Lemma 4.3. With one-point

integral approximation,

kU ∗∂Ωf(ξ) =
∑

j

k
(
−(ξ×)2 + i(ξ×)

) ∫

∂Ω
e−ikξ·yψj(y)dS(y)fj

≈
∑

j,`

kA`e
−ikξ·y`

(
−(ξ×)2 + i(ξ×)

)
ψj(E`)fj.

Figure 6: An example of integration points on the surface of an obstacle for computing

the single layer pontential. On the right-hand side are those elements that are close to

the singularity point.
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5.2 Reconstructing the obstacle

The inverse obstacle scattering problem for Beltrami fields is to reconstruct an approxi-

mation for the obstacle Ω when the far field data

us∞(ξ, η, p), ξ, η, p ∈ S2

is given. The reconstruction procedure consists of the following three main parts:

1. The scalar Herglotz density solver for the ill-posed equation

H∂Azf = Φz

with a given approximation domain Az;

2. The computation of the indicator function I(z), see (4.24) and (4.20);

3. Some scanning algorithm, namely, a procedure of choosing an approximation domain

for each z in the computational domain.

Data u s8

f

I(z)

indicator function
Integral for the

Scanning algorithm

solver
Herglotz density

Figure 7: Scheme of the reconstruction algorithm.

The Herglotz density solver part, Part 1 above, does not depend on the (noisy) far

field measurement data. The equation can, in principle, be solved with arbitrarily good

accuracy. Naturally, this is not quite the case when implying a numerical algorithm. Since

we only need to solve the scalar Herglotz density, this part does not particularly depend

on that the reconstruction is made for the Beltrami fields

Solving the Herglotz density f is a slow operation. But, by choosing each approxima-

tion domain Az so that it is just a rotation and translation of some base approximation

domain A0 as in Section 4.2.3, one needs to solve the Herglotz density only once. More-

over, if the base approximation domain is chosen so that it satisfies certain symmetry

properties, the ill-posed integral equation between two-dimensional surfaces S2 and ∂A0

can be reduced to an integral equation over one-dimensional domains. This yields to an

improvement in accuracy and computational costs, since now one does not have to solve

the integral equation over surfaces.
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To compute the indicator function, one has to compute the double limit over Herglotz

densities f for which Hf approximates Φ0. Recall that the reason for two separate limits

was that the estimate in Theorem 4.7 for E(fq, gp) depends on ‖g‖; see also discussion

after Corollary 4.8. Also, decreasing the regularization parameter leads to heavier oscilla-

tions of the Herglotz densities, which can destroy the numerical integration (4.20) when

computing the indicator function. Note that this integral (4.20) has (noisy) data as its

integral kernel. Hence, we use one fixed density f , which is solved from the equation

with some accuracy, but for which ‖f‖ is not very large (now ‖f‖ has the role of ||g|| in

Theorem 4.7). Here we see the ill-posedness of the inverse problem in practice.

In choosing the approximation domains, there are two different approaches. One is

to start from a clear part of the computational domain in which we a priori know that

the scatterer is not located. Then enlarge this clear area someway until the whole empty

part of the computational domain is scanned. Another way to choose the approximation

domains is to use some cumulative algorithm. For each z one uses many domains Az that

sometimes do not even satisfy the assumptions for an approximation domain but so that

eventually the result is satisfactory. This approach is motivated by the standard back

projection methods of X-ray tomography and is described further in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.1 Solving the Herglotz density of the singular source

Suppose that the base approximation domain A0 is rotationally symmetric around, say,

the x1-axis,

MA0 = A0,

for

M =




1 0 0

0 cos(θ) − sin(θ)

0 sin(θ) cos(θ)


 , θ ∈ [0, 2π].

This holds, for example, if A0 is a cone domain pointing into the direction e1. Now, ∂A0

is determined by a one-dimensional set

L = { (x1, x2, 0) ∈ ∂A0 | x2 ≥ 0 }(5.5)

with

∂A0 = ∪θM(θ)L.

Since Φ0 is also symmetric around the x1-axis, we seek a regularized solution f for

H∂A0f = Φ0,

of the form

f(ξ) = ϕ(r),

ξ = (r, ρ(r) cos(θ), ρ(r) sin(θ)), ρ(r) =
√

1− r2, r ∈ [−1, 1], θ ∈ [0, 2π].
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Then for x ∈ L,

H∂A0f(x) =
∫

S2
eikx·ξf(ξ)dS(ξ)

=
∫ 1

−1

∫ 2π

0
eik(rx1+x2ρ(r) cos(θ))ϕ(r)dθdr

=
∫ 1

−1
eikrx1ϕ(r)2πJ0(kx2ρ(r))dr,

where

J0(s) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
eis cos(θ)dθ

is the Bessel function of the first kind and of order zero. Hence, we need to solve the

function ϕ : [−1, 1]→ C from the one-dimensional integral equation

H1ϕ(x) = Φ0(x), x = (x1, x2, 0) ∈ L,(5.6)

where

H1ϕ(x) = 2π
∫ 1

−1
eikrx1J0(kx2ρ(r))ϕ(r)dr.

But first, compute the Herglotz wave function vi1 with a constant density f = 1. By

the polar symmetry, we need to compute vi1 only at x = x1e1,

vi1(x1e1) =
∫

S2
eikξ1x11dS(ξ).

Since for ξ = re1 + ρ(r)ω ∈ S2,

ω = (0, cos(θ), sin(θ)), ρ(r) =
√

1− r2,

the surface measure is

dS(ξ) =
√

1 + |ρ′(r)|2ρ(r)drdθ = drdθ,

we get

vi1(x1e1) =
∫ 1

−1
eikrx1dr = 4π

sin(kx1)

kx1

.

Hence, by the polar symmetry we get

vi1(x) = 4π
sin(k|x|)
k|x| , x ∈ IR3,

that is, for the imaginary part we have exactly

ImΦ0(x) =
k

(4π)2
H11(x),(5.7)

and only the real part of (5.6) has to be solved numerically.
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The equation

H1ϕ = Re Φ0(5.8)

is solved by the collocation method, called also the point matching method. Discretize

−1 = r1 < r2 < . . . rN−1 < rN = 1,

and let ϕk, be the standard piecewise linear basis function associated to the point rm,

m = 1, . . . , N . By representing

ϕ =
∑

m

αmϕm,

and by asking the equation to hold at the points x(j) ∈ L, j = 1, . . . ,M , we get for

α = (αm) the system

H1α = G,

where

H1,jm = 2π
∫ 1

−1
eikrx1(j)J0(kx2(j)ρ(r))ϕm(r)dr,

and

Gj = Re Φ0(x(j)).

The coefficients α are solved with the Tikhonov regularization. The Tikhonov regular-

ization parameter is chosen manually so that ‖f‖ is low, compare Figure 14. Finally, the

Herglotz density for the complex Φ0 is

ϕ =
∑

m

(αm + i
k

(4π)2
)ϕm.(5.9)

5.2.2 Constructing the indicator function with a given approximation domain

The numerical indicator function Inum is computed with a fixed Herglotz density instead

of the limits of the Herglotz densities.

To compute the bilinear operator E(fzp, fzp) at the point z ∈ IR3 (z in the computation

domain), suppose that the approximation domain is given by

Az = τzM(z)A0.

Suppose also that z is on the axis that is directed

ω = M(z)e1,

and suppose this is also the symmetry axis for Az. For the cone domain, the cone is

opening in the direction ω ∈ S2. Now, the approximated Herglotz density for Φz is given

by

fz = τ−zRM(z)T f0,
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where

f0(ξ) = ϕ(r), r = ξ1,

is the symmetric approximation of the Herglotz density for Φ0 on ∂A0 as described in the

previous chapter. Then,

E(fzp, fzq) =
∫

S2

∫

S2
p · us∞(−ξ, η, q)fz(η)fz(ξ)dS(η)dS(ξ)

=
∫

S2

∫

S2
p · us∞(−ξ, η, q)e−ikz·ηf0(M(z)Tη)dS(η)e−ikz·ξf0(M(z)T ξ)dS(ξ)

=
∫

S2

∫

S2
p · us∞(−ξ, η, q)e−ikz·ηϕ(ω · η)dS(η)e−ikz·ξϕ(ω · ξ)dS(ξ).

To compute this numerically, assume that the sphere S2 is triangularized and denote

by φj the standard piecewise linear base function associated to the node j as before.

Approximate us∞ piecewise linearly,

p · us∞(−ξ, η, q) ≈
∑

j,`

Uj`(p, q)φj(ξ)φ`(η),

where

Uj`(p, q) = p · us∞(−ξj, η`, q).
This corresponds to that the measurements are made in pairs (−ξj, η`). Now the integral

takes the form

∑

j,`

Uj`(p, q)
∫

S2

∫

S2
φj(ξ)φ`(η)e−ikz·ξe−ikz·ηϕ(ω · ξ)ϕ(ω · η)dS(ξ)dS(η)

= J(z)TU(p, q)J(z),

where

Jj(z) =
∫

S2
φj(ξ)e

−ikz·ξϕ(ω · ξ)dS(ξ).(5.10)

The integral for Jj(z) is computed numerically with integration points and weights on S2.

As a conclusion, to compute the bilinear form, one needs to have the measurement matrix

U(p, q), and for each z, to compute the vector J(z) associated to the triangularization.

Finally, the numerical indicator function is by the linearity

Inum(z) = max
n∈S2
|E(fzn, fzn)|

= max
n∈S2
|
∑

j,k

njnkE(fzej, fzek)|

= max
n∈S2
|
∑

j,k

njnkJ(z)TU(ej, ek)J(z)|,(5.11)

where discretized n can be taken, for example, as the nodes of the triangularizated unit

sphere S2.
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5.2.3 Some scanning algorithms

The idea in making the reconstruction is to compute the indicator function with some

scanning procedure at each grid point z. Then one draws an isosurface picture of the

indicator function.

The approximation domains can be chosen in many ways. The algorithms can be

divided into two categories - constructive algorithms and cumulative algorithms. A con-

tructive algorithm is such that for each z ∈ Ωs, the approximation domain Az is chosen

so that it satisfies the assumptions for such a domain. In cumulative algorithms one

computes the indicator function I(z) with many approximation domains Az for each z.

An individual approximation domain might not satisfy the assumptions, but, eventually

one is expecting to get a satisfactory reconstruction, maybe with some artefacts. The

constructive algorithms are faster, since one needs to compute the indicator function only

with one approximation domain at each grid point.

Radial algorithm The radial algorithm is a constructive algorithm which is easy to

implement but assumes quite a lot from the scatterer. Suppose that for each point x ∈ ∂Ω

the scatterer A is approximatible in D with a cone domain from the direction x̂, in other

words, if z ∈ D ∩ Ωs, then

Az = τzM(ẑ)A0

satisfies the assumptions for an approximation domain. Note that this implies that 0 ∈ Ω

necessary. Also, Ω has to be connected. Now, for every z ∈ D, compute Inum(z), which is

small when z is far from Ω and grows when z tends to ∂Ω. To represent the scatterer, draw

a picture of the isosurfaces of Inum(z) with some large value. For z ∈ Ω, the assumptions

for the approximation domain fail, but still Inum(z) is computable and getting some real

values.

Figure 8: In the radial algorithm the obstacle has to be approximatible radially with a

cone.
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Back projection algorithm The back projection algorithm (BP) is an example of

cumulative algorithms. Suppose that for each point x ∈ ∂Ω the scatterer is approximable

in D with a cone domain from some direction ξ, that is, if z ∈ D ∩ Ωs, then

Az,ξ = τzM(ξ)A0

satisfies the assumptions for an approximation domain with some ξ. Define the BP

indicator function by

IBP (z) =
∑

ξn∈S2

Inum,ξn(z),

where Inum,ξ(z) is the indicator function computed with the approximation domain Az,ξ.

The directions ξn run over some discrete set. Since the indicator function becomes large

when z gets close to the boundary from some direction from the exterior, the BP indicator

function also becomes large then. However, for every z, the assumptions for an approx-

imation domain are not valid from some directions, and hence, IBP (z) can, in principle,

be large also for z that is far away from Ω causing some artefacts for the reconstruction.

Compared to the radial algorithm, the back projection algorithm is much heavier

computationally, because one is computing the indicator function Inum,ξ the number of

the directions times.

Maximal scanning algorithm The maximal scanning algorithm is another example

of cumulative algorithms. It is very similar to the back projection algorithm, but instead

of the sum over the directions, one takes the maximum

Imax(z) = max
ξ∈S2

Inum,ξ(z).

5.3 Test cases

The test examples were computed with fat kite domains whose shapes are motivated by

the 2D kite shape domains, [36]. A base fat kite is created by transforming a triagularized

unit sphere8 with mapping

S2 3 x 7→ (x1, x2, f(x3)),

where

f(t) = at3 +
a− 1√

2
t2 + t+

1√
2
, a =

√
2− 2

5
.

An arbitrary fat kite is then obtained by a rotation, scaling and translation.

We considered two test cases. The first obstacle was a single fat kite and the second

obstacle consisted of a pair of fat kite -shaped domains; see Figure 10 and Figure 11.

8The triangularization for S2 is computed with a program of Matti Taskinen and Seppo Järvenpää.
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Figure 9: The transform mapping the x3-coordinate to get a fat kite from the unit sphere.

Figure 10: A single fat kite obstacle. The discretization consists of 492 nodes and 980

elements. A base fat kite is translated by the vector (0.1, 0.2, 0) and scaled by the factor

1.5.
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Figure 11: An obstacle consisting of a pair of fat kite -shaped domains whose sizes are

slightly different. In the left low image the viewing angle is from above and in the right

low image horizontal. Both kites are computed with the same number of elements, causing

some difference to the element sizes. The discretization consists of 984 nodes and 1960

elements. For the smaller kite, the base fat kite is translated by the vector (2,−1,−1)

and scaled by 0.8. For the larger kite, the translation vector is (4, 1, 1) and the scaling

coefficient 1.2. The larger kite was also rotated to open in the direction (−1, 0, 0).
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5.3.1 Forward problem

Testing the far field solver is based on the following simple observation. When the singular

point z is in the obstacle, then us = Ψz,p is a radiating Beltrami field in the exterior

domain. Hence, if we solve f from the boundary integral equation with the right-hand

side

gz = n ·Ψz,p,

then the far field is

us∞ = kU ∗∂Ωf = Ψz,p,∞,

which can be computed directly. Hence, the accuracy of the far field solver can be tested

by comparing the boundary integral equation based and numerically solved far field

p · kU ∗∂Ωf(ξ)

to known

p ·Ψz,p,∞(ξ) = kp ·
(
−(ξ×)2 + i(ξ×)

)
pe−ikξ·z,

ξ ∈ S2.

Results Figure 12 was computed in the two-component case. The wave number was

k = 4, corresponding to the wave length λ = 2π/4 ≈ 1.6. The polarization vector was

p = (cos(β), sin(β), 0) with β = 0.5. The singularity point was at z = (2,−0.8,−0.9).

Since the forward problem is well-posed, one can expect a good accuracy for the far field

solver. It is hard to see any difference between the true (top left) and the computed (top

right) far fields. The relative error (maximum error divided by the maximum absolute

value of the true value) is round 1%. One can expect that the numerical error increases

if the singularity point z approaches the boundary since the function gz can no more be

approximated well with the given discretization. Note that the test case obstacles were

not located at the origin to be able to expose some potential programming errors. For

the same reason, the singularity point was not on any symmetricity axis of the kites.
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Figure 12: Accuracy of the far field solver, imaginary parts. The far field p · Ψz,p,∞ is

computed at the nodes of the discretized direction surface S2. In the top row, the left

picture is the truth and the right picture is the reconstructed one. The absolute error

of the imaginary part is given in the bottom left image. In the bottom right image, the

relative error is plotted as a function of the node indices.
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Top 0.14288523793700 0.23263895040999

Bottom 5 0.02302289083348 0.00069725124703

0.01239024418910 0.00069020016252

0.01236498907387 0.00014755523225

0.01204186673852 0.00000000000000

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000

Figure 13: Singular values of the system matrix when the obstacle consists of one single

component (left column, see Figure 10) or two components (right column, see Figure

11). The top value is the largest singular value. The lower numbers are the five smallest

singular values. The theory predicts that the dimension of the kernel Ker(T +K) equals

with the number of the components of the obstacle, see the proof of Theorem 3.13. This

fact can be clearly observed also from the singular values.

5.3.2 Inverse problem

The solver for the inverse obstacle scattering problem and its accuracy are tested by

examining how well it reconstructs given obstacles. The data is simulated with the forward

far field solver. There is no inverse crime since the forward solver based on the boundary

element method and the grid points of the inverse problem solver have no connection. The

second grid that appears in the computations is the grid of directions ξ ∈ S2 into which

the data is computed. Since these directions ξ can be thought to be the directions of the

measurement equipments, they can naturally be assumed to be the same for the forward

and the inverse solver. One more point that might too positively affect the results of the

inverse algorithms is the general setting of the obstacles. We have tried to eliminate this

kind of effects by not locating the obstacles symmetrically around the origin.

In the single-component obstacle case, see Figure 10, we applied the radial algorithm,

the back projection algorithm and the maximal scanning algorithm. In the two-component

obstacle case, see Figure 11, the radial algorithm was not applicable.

The parameters for the reconstructions were the following:

• The wave number was k = 4 as in the forward case.

• The base approximation domain was the cone type domain with radius R = 10, see

Figure 1. The cone opening angle in two dimensions was π/3, meaning a π/6 angle

between the x-axis and the two-dimensional line L on the cone part; see (5.5). The

distance between the singularity point and A0 was 0.1.

• The one-dimensional Herglotz density function ϕ was represented in N = 542 points

on the interval [−1, 1]. The number of the collocation points on L for solving ϕ from
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(5.6) was M = 541. The Tikhonov regularizing parameter for (5.6) was 10−3, which

was chosen to be a small number for which the norm of the solution does not explode,

see Figures 14-16.

• The reconstructions were computed in a 33× 33× 33 grid.

• Standard base vectors e1, e2, e3 were used as the normal vectors n over which one

maximizes in the formula (5.11).
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Figure 14: Norm of the Herglotz density ϕ with respect to the regularizing parameter.

In the figure, Log‖ϕ‖ is plotted as a function of j, where β = 10−j is the Tikhonov

regularization parameter. Since the norm explodes as j gets over four, we have chosen to

use the value β = 10−3 in computing the Herglotz density ϕ.
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Figure 15: Real and imaginary parts of the Herglotz density f = ϕ(r). Now the function

is not oscillating very heavily, so one should be able to estimate the integral (5.10).
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Figure 16: Real part of the true singular source Φ0 and the Herglotz wave estimate for

it on curve L, see (5.5), which determines the cone domain when it is rotated around

the x1-axis. Naturally, it is hard to approximate the singularity close to the origin. The

bottom image is the difference of Φ0 and the Herglotz wave estimate at the collocation

points.
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Figure 17: Reconstruction in the single obstacle case with different scanning algorithms.

The top row is the radial algorithm, the second row is the maximal scanning algorithm

and the bottom row is the BP algorithm. The isosurface value is 50% of the maximum

value.
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Figure 18: Different isosurface values with the maximal scanning algorithm from two

different view angles: In the rows from above, the isosurface values are 40%, 50% and

60% of the maximum value of Imax. The bottom row image is the true obstacle.
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Figure 19: Reconstruction with the maximal scanning algorithm for the two-obstacle

case from the same view directions as in Figure 11. The isosurface value is 50% of the

maximum value of Imax.
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Figure 20: Different isosurface values with the BP algorithm from two different view

angles: On the rows from above, the isosurface values are 40%, 50% and 60% of the

maximum value of IBP . The bottom row image is the true obstacle.
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Figure 21: Reconstruction with the BP algorithm for the two-obstacle case from the same

view directions as in Figure 11. The isosurface value is 50% of the maximum value of

IBP .
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Figure 22: The number of wrongly recovered grid points in terms of the cutting level of the

indicator function, the two-obstacle case. The left figure is with the maximal algorithm,

the right figure is with the BP algorithm. All together, there are 29791 grid points of

which 1050 belong to the scatterer. An extra point is such that the indicator function at

the grid point is over the given level, in other words, belongs to the reconstruted scatterer,

but the point does not belong to the true scatterer. A missing point is such that the grid

point belongs to the true scatterer, but the indicator function at the point is below the

given level value. As the cutting level for the indicator function is increased, the number

of the extra points is decreasing, whereas the number of the missing points is increasing.

The total number of wrongly recovered points (either missing or extra) is marked with a

square. The minimum of the error points number is at level 50%, which is consistent with

the visual observation. Note, however, that this measure for the reconstruction quality is

not very good since there can be points inside the obstacle at which the indicator function

is not very large.
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Additive noise In practice, data is always noisy. Also the simulated data contains

noise, mainly through the boundary element discretization, but next we test the robustness

of the reconstruction algorithm by adding normal distributed noise (see Figure 24). The

previous reconstructions were made with no extra additive noise.

The additive noise was with 5% noise level, that is, for each measurement value we

added ε with ε ∼ N(0, σ2), where the standard deviation is

σ = 0.05 ·max
ξ,η,p
|us∞(ξ, η, p)|.
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Figure 23: Real part of us∞(ξ, ·). Clear data is above and data with 5% additive noise

below.
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Figure 24: Noise effect. Reconstruction with different scanning algorithms and with 5%

additive noise (left column) compared to the reconstructions with no additive noise (right

column). The top row is the maximal scanning algorithm and the bottom row is the BP

algorithm. The isosurface value is 50% of the maximum value of the indicator function.
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Figure 25: Difference of the indicator function Imax with noise and with no noise. The

left picture shows the isosurfaces of value 0.1 and the right picture those of value 0.2. We

see that the difference is mainly below 0.2. The maximum of Imax is set to be 100.

Results The inverse obstacle scattering problem is ill-posed, and one can expect nu-

merical difficulties. However, the reconstructions based on different scanning algorithms

give reasonable results. All algorithms find the location and the number of components

of the scatterer well. Both cumulative algorithms get through surprisingly well also in

the space between the obstacles, which is obviously a difficult place for the cone domain.

Between the scanning algorithms, there are differences in the sharpness and smoothness of

the reconstructions. Typically, one reconstruction took several hours of computing time

on a usual PC machine with our not so well optimized MATLAB codes.

The BP algorithm gives smoothened reconstructions, due to averaging. In the two-

obstacle case, one can approximately see the shape of the bigger obstacle, while the smaller

obstacle is rounded. The concave part of the obstacle is not seen in the reconstructions.

The maximal algorithm makes sharper or rougher reconstructions when compared to

the BP algorithm. The shape of the obstacle is maybe seen better, but at the same time

there is much more roughness on the reconstruction. In the one-obstacle case, the concave

part is somehow observable in the reconstruction.

The radial scanning algorithm is a constructive algorithm. When the obstacle satisfies

the required options, the radial algorithm seems to give as good results as the two cumu-

lative algorithms. The sharpness and roughness of the reconstruction is visually about

the same as with the maximal algorithm.

One challenging point is to get the Herglotz wave approximation for the field of the

singular source. The corresponding Herglotz wave should not oscillate too heavily. Figure
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16 shows that the general behaviour of the Herglotz wave is caught, even if the peak close

to the origin is not quite so high as it should be. Also, the oscillation for this density is

low, see Figure 15.

Even if the obstacle scattering problem is an ill-posed problem, the reconstruction

algorithms seems to manage well with additive noise. It is even hard to see any difference

in Figure 24 when the noise is added. An explanation for this is that after the fixed Her-

glotz density f for approximating Φ0 is solved (the ill-posed part), then data is integrated

against a relatively smooth function f when computing the indicator function.

6 Conclusions

The main purpose of this work is to show that the singular sources method can be applied

for the inverse obstacle scattering problem of the Beltrami fields. For this goal, we proved

the unique solvability for the exterior Neumann boundary value problem of the Beltrami

fields and deduced the formulas that are needed for the singular sources method in this

case. We also represented some numerical examples that were computed both for the

forward problem and for the inverse problem.

The uniqueness proof for the direct obstacle scattering problem is based on the bound-

ary integral equation approach. The uniqueness, which also leads to the existence accord-

ing to the Fredholm theory, is obtained from Rellich’s Lemma. The numerics for the

direct problem follows the theoretical proof, and it is well computable.

The singular sources method was introduced by Potthast in [36]. Earlier, Ikehata

presented a probe method that is based on similar ideas, [17, 19]. In this work, the main

ideas are translated to the Beltrami field framework. The algorithms were tested with

simulated data, and it seems that the method gives feasible reconstructions.
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